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SO long ago that no one knows how many 
hundreds or thousands of years, someone played
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the first game of cards.
The cards were not the neat oblong bits of pasteboard 

that we know, of course, but pieces of whatever material 
at hand. Perhaps it was the cavemen who first

on which
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diought of the game, playing it with leaves 
pictures of birds and flowers were 
pointed thorns.

The Chinese claim that they have been playing cards 
for thousands of years, and that their ancient sailors 
carried the game to India and other parts of Asia and
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When the Crusaders—from France, Germany, Eng
land, Italy—marched upon Jerusalem in 1099, they 
found that one of the absorbing pastimes of the Sara- 

playing cards. So perhaps it was the returning 
Crusaders who carried the game into the many coun
tries of Europe from which they had come.

A few centuries later Cortes marched upon Monte
zuma’s golden capital, Mexico, and the Spanish Con- 
quistadores sat about camp playing cards—to the 
amazed interest of the Aztecs. That is the first record of
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Columbus, too, brought cards to while away the long 
ocean voyage.
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often square in 
round; sometimes long

used; and four Indian chiefs replaced the Knaves. 
But the English cards were already so popular, in so 

thousands of American homes, that the Ameri- 
cards never became well known. And today we have 

the Kings and Queens and Knaves—the fifty-two-card 
pack that is used in Anglo-Saxon countries the world

In the early days playing-cards 
shape; sometimes they 
and narrow.

And in those long-ago days the familiar Hearts, Clubs, 
Spades and Diamonds were not in use. Many different 

try had its own. It would

were were
were

many
can

symbols were used; each coun
strange and amusing now to ask for “the 9 of 

Elephants” or “the 10 of Hawks”; yet these and odier 
animals and birds were then common on playing-cards.

over.
Wherever cards are played—in America, Europe, Asia, 

Africa, Australia—there are games that are similar. And 
most of the card games of today are based on games that 
have been popular for hundreds of years.

This book contains many of the old, old games which 
still being played, and it has also some newer 

effort has been made to give variety—

seem

Other symbols used were Leaves, Flowers, Bells, Acorns, 
Swords, Horsemen.

Playing-cards were not always intended for mere pas
time, either. A teacher in England found his pupils 
very slow in learning grammar. He wrote the rules on 
a pack of playing-cards and, as a game, grammar was 
learned in no time! Soon packs of grammar-cards were 
being manufactured. And a little later a fascinating 
game of geography could be played with cards. Still 
other cards taught history.

When America began to manufacture her own play
ing-cards, she decided that she would have nodiing to 
do with Kings and Queens. The patriotic New York 
manufacturer used the picture of George Washington 
for the “President of Hearts”; John Adams replaced 
the King of Diamonds; and Franklin and Lafayette 
headed Clubs and Spades. Instead of the four Queens, 
the goddesses of Love, Wisdom, Fortune and Harvests

are
games, for an 
games for every occasion and every child.

Scores of children were consulted as to die games they 
play widi their young friends or dieir parents, and only, 
games diat actually are played by boys and girls today 
(proving that they do understand them and enjoy 
them) have been included.

Thus it is truly a book of “Card Games for Children.”



CARD GAMES THAT ARE FUN 
TO PLAY

1. Menagerie
This is the jollicst of all party games—if nobody ob

jects to noise!
Any number may play—die more there are, die more 

fun it will be.
First, everyone takes die name of an animal. The 

the better the chance for winning.longer die name 
(“Hippopotamus-hippopotamus-hippopotamus!” is a 
fine tongue-twister!)

When everyone knows everybody else’s animal- 
name, deal the fifty-two cards around, two at a time. 
(If some players have one more card than odiers, it 
does not matter.) Each player, without looking at his 
cards, stacks them face-down in a pile in front of him. 
The play is always in turn to the left.

The object is to win all die cards.
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John, on the dealer’s left, begins by taking the top 
card off his pile and flipping it over, face-up, on the 
table in front of his own stack. He is Rhinoceros, say, 
and he turns up a Six. . ,

Mary (Buffalo), on his left, now quickly Hips her top 
the table in front of her; it is a King.

If anybody calls a name in error, such as “Alligator- 
alligator-alligator!” when his card does not match any 

die table, his face-up pile must be given to the one 
whose name he called.

When a player has no more cards, he is out of the 
game, and the others continue. Finally only two players 
are left. Then one of diem gets all the cards, and wins 
the game.

on

card face-up on .
Bob (Kangaroo) turns over his top card. It is a Six 

it matches John’s card. Quickly John cries Bob s name 
three dmes, “Kangaroo-kangaroo-kangaroo!” while 
Bob is crying John’s name, “Rhinoceros—rhinoceros- 
rhinoceros!” Whichever finishes the other’s name first 
wins all the face-up cards of the odier (in the first round 
diere is only one, but later diere are many). The one 
who wins puts die cards he receives face-down at the 
bottom of his own face-down pile.

Nancy (Giraffe), on Bob’s left, turns her top card, 
perhaps a Five.

Then Tom (Chimpanzee) turns a King. If Mary cries, 
“Chimpanzee-chimpanzee-chimpanzce!” before Tom 
sees he has matched her card and calls die easier “Buf-

A ♦ V *
Anodier form of Menagerie diat is great fun, is for 

each player to be a domestic animal or fowl, and not the 
name of the animal, but the noise it makes, must be 
called diree times: such as “Moo-moo-moo!” “Meow- 
meow-meow!” “Quack-quack-quack 1” “Gobble-gob
ble-gobble!”

2. Donkey
Donkey is a lively, noisy game for any number of 

players. Five or six make the best game.
First, place in die center of the table one less button 

(or bean, or anything for counters) than diere are play
ers—five buttons if there are six players.

The object is not to be die Donkey, but to be sure of 
grabbing one of the buttons when the time comes for the 
scrimmage.

A “set” of four cards means four of one denomination, 
such as four Aces, four Jacks, four Fives. Use as many 
“sets” as there are players. If diere are six players, pick 
out six sets (any six) and put aside the remainder of die 
pack.

Shuffle the six sets thoroughly, and deal diem around,

falo-buffalo-buffalo!” she wins his face-up pile, and puts 
it, face-down, beneath her own face-down pile.

The play goes on, always in turn. Each upturned card 
is placed on top of the face-up stack, with only the top 
card showing. And every time anyone turns up a card 
that matches the top card of any pile, he and die player 
whose card he matches race to call each odier’s animal- 
name three times.

When a player’s face-down pile is exhausted, he turns 
his face-up pile over, and begins to go through it as at 
the beginning, flipping die top card over when his turn 
comes.
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one card at a time, face-down. Each player will have four 
assorted cards. He picks them up and holds them fan- 
shape in his hand. He wants to get rid of his odd cards 
and get, as soon as he can, a complete set—four of a Kind.

The dealer now cries, “Go,” and immediately every
body, including the dealer, rapidly passes one of his cards 
to the player on his left. This passing keeps up continu-

sly all around the table, and as rapidly as possible, 
until some player finds all his four cards alike, a set. He 
cries, “Donkey!"—and everybody at the table grabs for 
a button.

The player who does not get a button has die letter 
D (the first letter in Donkey) marked against him.

The cards are then shuffled again—only as many sets 
as there are players—and played as before. If someone 
else misses the button tJiis time, he also gets die letter D. 
And if the same luckless player who already has a D 
should again miss the button, he is given an O to place 
beside his D.

As soon as anyone gets die six letters, DONKEY, 
he is die Donkey at the table and must bray “Hee-haw!” 
three times for the amusement of the other players.

That ends the game, and the one with the least num
ber of letters against him wins.

and Eights also, and call the Nines cats, and the Eights 
canaries.)

In the Spade suit, the King is Spade the Gardener, the 
Queen, Spade the Gardeners wife; Jack, Spade the Gar
dener’s son; Ace, Spade the Garde tiers servant; and the 
Ten, Spade the Gardener’s dog.

In Diamonds, the King is Sir Hin\am Funniduster; 
the Queen, Sir FI in Itatn Funniduster s wife; Jack, Sir 
Hinkam Funniduster s son; Ace, Sir Hinkam Funni
duster's servant; and Ten, Sir Hinkam Funniduster s 
dog.

In Hearts, the King is Sir Hearty John, and the Queen, 
Jack, Ace, and Ten are his wife, son, servant, and dog.

And in Clubs, the King is Club the Constable, and the 
Queen, Jack, Ace, and Ten are his wife, son, servant, and 
dog.

The object is for one player to capture all the cards.
Deal die cards around, one at a time.
Jerry, on the dealer’s left, begins by asking anyone at 

all for any card. But he must be very sure to give its spe
cial name. He must say, “Dorothy, give me Club the 
Constable’s dog” (and not “the Ten of Clubs”). Or, 
“Ann, give me Sir Hinkam Funniduster’s servant” 
(never “the Ace of Diamonds”). If he makes a mistake 
in the name, he must give one of his cards to the player 
he asked (instead of getting a card himself), and the 
turn passes to her.

If Jerry asks correctly, however, and Dorothy has the 
card, she must give it to him. He then asks her, or any 
other player, for another card—being careful to give its 
special name. He continues as long as he gets the card he 
calls for.

on

3. Spade the Gardener

Any number may try their luck—and their wits—at 
capturing the Gardener and all his friends.

Only the twenty highest cards are used—the Ace, 
King, Queen, Jack, and Ten of each suit. And these cards 
have special names. (If six or more play, use the Nines
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When the player he asks does not have the card, it is 
then that player’s turn. And he may begin, if he chooses, 
by asking John for all the cards, naming diem one by 
one, that he knows John has just received.

He does not have to hold one card of a suit, to ask for 
that suit.

When a player has no more cards, he drops from the 
game, and the odiers continue. Finally one will hold all 
the cards, and he wins the game.

fourth, “Snorem!” The lucky “Snorem” player always 
begins the next round.

If anyone, including the leader, has more than one of 
the cards led, he must play diem all, one after the other 
(using the proper word with each card), and not hold 
one back for “Snorem.”

The player who first gets rid of all his cards wins the
game.

5. The Earl of Coventry
This is played like Snip-Snap-Snorem, except that in

stead of saying “Snip!” and “Snap!” and “Snorem! one 
line of a rhyme is used by each player, beginning with 
the leader, and die fourdi player must have the words 
“the Earl of Coventry” in diis line. Each rhyme-line must 
be original, composed by the player of the card.

For instance, John leads a Six, and says, "A little dog 
rati far away!’

Mary lays down the next Six, and says, "He found a 
bone beneath some hay."

Bob plays the third Six, widi, "He brought it home and 
gnawed all day"

Betty, playing the fourdi Six, adds, 
of Coventry’s old dog Tray"

Then Betty, having played die fourdi card, begins a 
new round, by leading any card at all; and she begins 
a new rhyme. She may mention die card in it, such as, 
"Here’s a fine ]ac\, all dressed in red," or, “My play will 
be the Diamond Three."

The player who begins the jingle should end his line 
widi some word diat is easy to rhyme.

4* Snip-Snap-Snorem
Any number may play this lively old English game. 
Deal out the full pack of fifty-two cards, two at a time. 

If some players have one more card than others, it does 
not matter. Each player picks up his cards and holds 
them fanshape, and die play is always in turn to die left. 

# The object is to get rid of your cards as quickly as pos
sible.

John, on the dealer’s left, lays any card at all on the 
table, face-up. The other players in turn either match it 
or pass.

Suppose John lays down a Nine. Mary, on his left, 
must put down a Nine, if she has one, and say, “Snip!” 
(If she has no Nine, she says, “Pass,” and the first one on 
her left who has a Nine plays it and cries, “Snip!”)

The next player who can, plays the third Nine, and 
cries,^ Snap!’ And the one who plays the fourth Nine 
cries, Snorem!” and then has die privilege of beginning 
a new round. He lays down any card he pleases. And it 
m turn must be matched, the player of die second simi
lar card crying, 'Snip!"; the third, “Snap!"; and the

“ ’Twas the Earl
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the next one who must pick up cards adds these, too, to 
his hand.

Nancy, on Billy’s left, lias the next turn. She plays, 
face-down, any one to four cards she chooses, and says, 
“They are three Deuces” (or whatever fits); and every
one in turn says, “Pass,” or, “I doubt it,” as before. If 
someone doubts it and they are Deuces, he must add 
those and any other cards on the table to his hand. If 
they arc not Deuces, Nancy must add them all to her 
hand. It is then the next player’s turn.

The first player, when he puts down cards, must say 
they are Aces; the next player, Deuces; the third player, 
Threes; the next, Fours; and so on up to Kings; then 
begin again with Aces. A player must lay down at least 
one card when his turn comes whether he has a card of 
the proper value or not.

The first one to get rid of all his cards wins.

The one who is first rid of all his cards wins.
This name is much more fun than Smp-Snap-Snorem, 

but it takes four times as long to play, for there are so 
many laughing-spells in between-every time a line is 
added to the rhyme! It really should be called the 
“Howling Game”!

6. I Doubt It
Any number may play—but they must keep their wits 

about them!
The object is to be the first to get rid of your cards.
Deal the cards around evenly, using the full deck. If 

one or two cards remain, lay them face-down in the 
middle of the table.

Each player takes up his cards and holds them fan- 
shape. The play is always to the left, in turn.

Billy, on the dealer’s left, begins by laying on the table, 
face-down, from one to four cards, and saying, “It is one 
Ace” (or “They are two Aces,” or whatever fits the num
ber of cards he has laid down).

When Billy has laid down his cards, everyone, taking 
turns to die left, says either, “Pass,” or, “I doubt it.”

When someone says, “I doubt it,” the cards Billy 
played are turned over. If they are two Aces (or what
ever Billy has said) the one who doubts must take them 
up and add diem to his hand. He must take, too, any 
others diat are on the table. If they are not two Aces, and 
someone doubts it, Billy must take diese cards, and any 
odiers on die table, back into his own hand.
«d ^ »° T0 3t 5a*s’ ^ doubt it”—if everyone says, 
Pass —the cards are left face-down on die table, and

7. War
Very young players will like this simple game. It is 

especially good for those who know almost nodiing 
about cards, for all they need to learn is die rank of die 
high cards—Ace, King, Queen, Jack, Ten.

War is a good game for two, or it may be played by 
diree, four, or more.

The object is to win all the cards.
If two are playing, the pack is divided evenly, and 

each player, without looking at the cards, stacks diem 
face-down in front of him.

Suppose Ellen and Mary are playing. Each plays the 
top card of her pile, laying it face-up on die table.

I
1
:»
i

i
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g Concentration

The player with the best memory, or with the ability 
. ‘ his mind from too much wool-gathering, will
r. fhe one to win this game. It is easy to play, and even 

youngest children will find it fun.
Any number may play.
The full pack is used, and it may be dealt face-down 

on the table, in any number of rows, no two cards touch
ing (this is the better way), or it may be merely spread 
face-down, the cards overlapping every-which-way.

The object is to win the greatest number of cards, by 
drawing pairs—two cards of the same denomination.

The play is always in turn to the left, and each player 
always draws two cards, one at a time.

David begins by drawing any two cards from the 
spread-out, face-down pack. He turns each of his two 
cards over as he draws it, so everyone can see what it is. 
If he has drawn a pair (two Fives, two Jacks, two Aces), 
he lays them beside him face-down, not to be used again 
in play, but to count for him toward game. He then 
draws two more cards, and continues as long as the two 
he draws form a pair.

If he draws two cards that do not match (such as an 
Eight and a King), after everyone has seen them he re
turns them both, one at a time, face-down, to the spread- 
out pack, placing them either back where he got them 
or anywhere else.

This is where the “concentration” comes in. Every
body watches closely to see just where David puts the 

‘d.)USt wh«e he the Eight; so when later 
dravvs a King for his first card, he will know

(Either one leads, or they play at the same time-it does 
not matter.) The one who has played the higher card 
even if it is a different suit—takes both, and puts them, 
face-down, at the bottom of her pile. . f

Both play the next top card, and the higher wins.
And so on through the two piles.
If neither card is higher, but both alike (two Fives, 

two Kings) this brings on War. They are left on the 
table and Ellen and Mary each play another card, face
down, overlapping the first one; and another card, face
up, overlapping that; and the higher of die last two takes 
all six cards. If die last two should be alike, the War is 
Continued by each playing another face-down and face
up card and the winner takes all ten cards.

Soon one player will have lost all her pile of cards— 
and the other will have won the game.

(If three play, remove any one card from the pack. 
And have War whenever two cards are alike, such as 
two Fours and a Jack; and Double War if all three 
should be alike. If four or more play, decide at die be
ginning when there shall be War and when Double 
War.)

dn MMi 4 vi v
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9# Rolling Stone

Perhaps this old German game was called Rolling 
Stone because the cards often roll back and forth, from 
one player to another.

Any number may play.
For four players only the thirty-two highest cards are 

used: A-K-Q-J'l°-9-8'7 of cach suit- (If five play, tire 
Sixes and Fives are left in the pack. If six play, only the 
Deuces are removed. This will give each player eight 
cards.)

The object is to be the first to get rid of your cards.
Deal the cards around—diree at a time, then two, dien 

three. The player on the dealer’s left then leads any card.
There are no trumps. Everyone must follow suit if he 

can. If everybody plays to die trick (each one being able 
to follow suit), the highest card wins. The trick is gath
ered in and laid aside face-down, not to be used again, 
and the one who wins it leads for the next trick.

When anyone cannot follow suit, he does not play 
some other card. Instead, he must pick up and add to 
his hand any card or cards already played on that trick. 
And he then leads another suit. (For example, if Rich
ard leads a Spade, and Mary, next, has no Spade, she 
must pick up the card Richard played, add it to her 
hand, and lead some other suit. If Richard leads a Spade, 
Mary plays a Spade on it, Ellen plays a Spade, but Tom 
has no Spade, lie must pick up the three cards played, 
add them to his hand, and lead another suit.)

The one who is first out of cards wins the game.

precisely where to pick up a King for his second card, 
and so form a pair--two cards to count for him toward 

. Or if someone draws an Eight he will knowgame
where to find another Eight.

Suppose David has put back a King and an Eight. It 
is next Judith’s turn. She draws her first card and shows 
it. It is a Jack. She draws another card and shows it. It is 
a Ten. They do not match, so she puts them both back 
face-down, everyone watching to see where each card
goes.

Now it is Carol’s turn. She draws an Eight, and then, 
having a fine memory, she at once draws the Eight that 
David put back. Her two cards are a pair, so she lays 
them beside her, and she has another turn. She draws a 
Jack; she remembers where Judith put back a Jack, and 
draws it for her second card. Now she has another pair 
to add to her game-pile—and she has another turn.

She draws a King. She is sure she remembers where 
David put his King, but in the excitement she picks up 
the wrong card. It is a Seven; so she must put them 
both back, the King and die Seven, and the turn passes 
to the next player, if he has been alert, he 
draw botli David’s King and Carol’s.

And so the game goes on, each one continuing to play 
as long as he pairs two cards, and losing his turn and 
putting back two cards that do not match. Finally all 
the cards have been paired and laid aside.

Each player now counts the cards he has, and the 
with the greatest number wins.

can at once

*
one

* ♦ v *

*
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11. Stay Away

Stay Away is based on an old French game. Instead of 
to take tricks, you try your very best not to take

While any number may play, it is best as a game for 
four, and it is more fun if the four players are not part- 

’ but each fights for himself.
The object is not to win any trick containing a Jack, 

and so to have the lowest score when some player reaches 
10. Nothing counts for you; and every Jack you win 
counts against you—the Jack of Spades 3 points, and 
each of the other Jacks 1 point.

Only the thirty-two highest cards are used, and they 
rank in the usual order: A-K-Q-J-10-9-8-7. (If there are 
five players, leave the Sixes and Fives in the pack—a 
total of forty cards. If six play, remove die four Deuces, 
and make the four Nines the unlucky cards to be avoided 
instead of the four Jacks.) Distribute the cards evenly- 
dealing three at a time, then two, dien three.

There is no trump. The highest card of the suit led 
wins die trick. Everyone must follow1 suit if he can. Each 
time a player “revokes”—fails to follow suit when he 
can—he has 1 point marked against him.

Fred, on the dealer’s left, leads. (He will want to lead 
a card lower than die Jack; otherwise he will be sure to 
catch a Jack on the first trick.)

The winner of each trick leads for the next one.
When all the cards have been played, the score is 

marked down—3 points for the one who has captured 
the Jack of Spades; 1 for the Jack of Hearts; 1 for the 
Jack of Diamonds; 1 for the Jack of Clubs. The thirty-

10. Linger Long

Four, five,

l0TheVll packlsmed. If there are four players, deal 
around, one at a time, until each player has nine cards; 
then place the remainder of the pack face-down in the 
center of the table. (If there are five players, deal eight 
cards to each; if six players, seven cards to each.)

The last card to the dealer is dealt face-up, and that 
suit is trump. Everyone picks up his cards and holds 
them fanshape.

The object is to take as many tricks as possible, so you 
will remain in the game to the end, for each time you 
take a trick you may add a card to your hand.

The player on the dealer’s left leads. And all players, 
in turn, must follow suit if they can. If they cannot fol
low suit, they may play a trump, or any other card. The 
highest card of the suit led wins the trick, unless a trump 
has been played on the trick. (An Ace is higher than a 
King, but any trump is higher than die Ace of another 
suit.)

The winner of each trick lays die trick aside, draws the 
top card from die pack in the center of the table, adds it 
to his hand, and leads for the next trick.

As soon as a player is out of cards, he drops from the 
game, and die others continue to play.

The player who lingers to the end, still holding one 
or more cards when die others have none, wins.

or six players may see who can “linger
trying
them!

ners,

*
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For Two Players

Deal thirteen cards to each, and place the remainder 
of the pack face-down on the table. The player who has 
not dealt leads. The winner of each trick, when he has 
gathered itin antl laid ic aside\ draws the top card from 
tie face-down pack and adds it to his hand. The other 
player takes the next top card, and tire winner then leads 
for the next trick.

And so on through the pack, each player always draw
ing a card to replace die one he plays. When die pack is 
exhausted, die remaining thirteen cards in the hand are 
played.

The one who has captured the least number of Hearts 
wins.

wo cards are then shuffled and dealt (by the next player

°W^fiSr^rw*il’dl!: end Of each round. 
When—at the end of a round, but not before-some 
Saver lias 10 points against him, die game ends, and 
£ one with die least number of points wins. It here is 
“t e, two plavers having the same low number play one 
more round to settle it, adding die points of that round 
to the previous scores.

12. Hearts
This is an easy game for very young players. It may be 

played by any number, from two to six, but the best 
game is for four, playing separately or as partners. (If 
three play, remove one black Deuce from the pack; if 
five play, remove two black Deuces; if six, remove all 
four Deuces.)

The object is to avoid winning any Hearts.
Deal die cards around, two at a time. The player on 

the dealer’s left leads for the first trick.
There are no trumps. Each player must follow suit if 

he can. If he cannot follow suit, he may play any card he 
chooses. The highest card of die suit led wins the trick. 
(The cards rank in die usual order: A-K-Q-J-10-9 and 
on down.) The winner of each trick leads for the next 
one.

13. Frogs in the Pond
Here is a game where you must keep your wits about 

you, for you simply cannot afford to forget which high 
cards have been played!

Aldiough Frogs may be played by any number, from 
two to six, it is best as a partnership game for four.

If there are four players, remove two Deuces from the 
pack, and deal ten cards, two at a time, to each player, 
and ten in a pile face-down. These are the Frogs in the 
Pond. (If three play, use the full pack, and deal thir
teen cards to each and thirteen to the Frogs pile. If five 
play, remove the four Deuces, and deal eight cards to 
each and eight Frogs. Always the cards must be evenly 
divided among die players and die Frogs pile.) Every
one picks up his cards and holds diem fanshape.

When all the cards have been played, everyone counts 
the number of Hearts among die tricks he has won. 

The player with die least number of Hearts wins.
If there is a tie, anodier round is played and its score 

is added to tliis one to determine the winner.
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—always one Frog for each trick won. And 
added to the hand.And so 011 

i pj*og is never 
When all the cards are played, each side counts die 
• it has won, and the score is marked down. Then 

hoards are shuffled, cut, and dealt for the next round, 
die deal passing to the player on the left of die one who

The first side (or player if you are not playing part
ners) to reach 100 points wins the game.

(Sometimes the game is played with Tadpole. Who
ever has the Jack of Spades, when the cards are counted 
for fame, has 10 points deducted from his score.)

The object is to score 100 points by winning cards that 
count toward game.

Each Ten counts 10 
“ Five “ 5 P

4* Ace 
‘ King 
' Queen 
' Jack

3
2
1

These count for the side (or player if you are not play
ing partners) that wins them in tricks taken.

There is no trump. Tile highest card of the suit led 
wins the trick, and the cards rank in die usual order :

one must follow suit

l
A-K-Q-J-10-9 and on down. Every 
if he can. Anyone who “revokes”—fails to follow suit 
when he can—loses 10 points from his score. If he cannot 
follow suit, he may play any card.

The player on the dealer’s left leads for the first trick. 
(If he has an Ace he will lead it, hoping his partner may 
have a Ten or a Five of that suit to throw on the Ace, to 
count toward game; or perhaps one of the opponents 
may have no card in that suit except a Ten or a Five, 
which he will have to play.)

The winner of each trick, as he takes in die cards won, 
takes also the top card of the Frogs pile. He may look at 
it, but he must not let anyone else see it, not even his 
partner. He puts it, not in his hand, but with the cards 
he has won, which are laid face-down beside him. He 
then leads for the next trick.

The winner of the next trick takes die next Frog (the 
top card of the pile), looks at it himself, and places it 
face-down with the cards won. Then he leads for another 
trick.

14, Twenty-Nine

This is fun as a partnership game for four players. But 
it can be played by three, four, five, or more, each fight
ing for himself. (If three play, remove one Ten from the 
pack, and die last trick will not total 29, but 19. If five 
play, remove one Ten and one Nine; and the last trick 
will total 10.)

The object is to win as many cards as possible, by 
reaching the total 29 in adding the number-values of 
the cards. For example, one trick might contain only a 
Ten, a Ten, and a Nine, another trick an Eight-Seven- 
Ten-Four. Each of the face-cards (King, Queen, Jack) 
counts 1, as does an Ace. ,

For four players the full pack is used. Deal die car s 
around, two at a time. Everyone picks up his hand an 
holds it fanshape. The play is always in turn to ie e . 
You do not have to follow suit, but may play any car 
at all.
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j5. Giggle a Bit
Any number may play tills “word game”—and keep 

a straight face i£ they can!
The object is to capture the greatest number of cards. 
If there are three players, deal six cards to each; if four 

players, deal five cards to each; if five or six are to play, 
four cards apiece will be enough. Lay the remainder of 
the pack aside, not to be used.

Everyone, without looking at his cards, stacks them 
face-down in front of him. The play is always in turn to 
the left.

Bob, the dealer, begins by saying something like this: 
“Henry went for a walk along a country road. He 

” After he says “saw” he flips the top card of his 
pile over on the table, face-up. And this is won by the 
first player (including Bob) to say two adjectives and a 

beginning with the same letter as the name of the

(For example, for a Ten, a Three, or a Two, “a tiny 
tiresome tadpole” would do; for an Eight, an elegant 
elongated elephant”; for a Queen, “a queer quarrel
some quail.” Nearly everyone will be caught when a 
King turns up, for they will be apt to say "a cute cold 
crab,” which of course will be wrong, as those words do 
not begin with K; “a kind kissable kangaroo would be 
all right. The noun does not have to be an animal, of 
course; it may be anything.)

The one who wins the card (by being die first to finish 
ds) lays it aside, to count for him to

ward game. It is not used again in play. If two or more 
players shout correct words at precisely die same time,

50 CARD GAMES FOR CHILDREN 

Suppose Dan (the dealer) and Betty are playing part-

ners against Bdlysand, ^ leading any card-a

1STri-pM"!2b SV“>
plays a smaller card, hoping, when Nancy has played, 
her partner Dan can complete the 29.

The player who reaches exactly 29 takes the trick, no 
matter how many cards-three, four, five, or more- 
have been played on it. And the next one on the left 
leads for the next trick. The cards won are laid aside, to
count toward game.

Each player, as he plays his card, must announce the 
total it makes—“Nine,” “Thirteen,” “Twenty-one,” 
“Twenty-nine.”

No one may play a card that takes the total beyond 29. 
But he must play some card—if the total is 27, and he 
has no Deuce, but a 1 (an Ace, King, Queen or Jack), 
he must play it and say, “Twenty-eight,” even though he 
knows the next player, his opponent, probably has a 1 
and will take the trick.

When the eight tricks have been played (eight times 
29), the side with the greater number of cards wins the 
game.

(If, as almost never happens, someone cannot play any 
card because the total would go beyond 29, the game 
ends, and die side that has then won the greater number 
of cards is the victor.)

♦ 29
28*

saw—

noun
card.

three correct worI %
i!

_=i a

.
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, « It remains on the table and goes will enjoy it, and it is a good game, alsiyfor very young
no one takes the 'ext card. players,
to the one who wui continues tire story of Henry The object is to be the first to have your cards all of

Evan, on bob > «He went on, and saw—” the same suit,
on die country roa y ^ SQ can see it at the same Deal seven cards, one at a time, to each player, and
Evan nips °ve,F" one to shout two adjectives and a noun lay aside tire remainder of the pack, not to be used,
ume, and tire n ets the card and lays it aside. Everyone picks up lus cards and holds them fanshape.
beginning wi ° “He went orij and fly. play is always in tUrn to the left.

Joan,, nex ^ ^ top card. Glen, the dealer, begins. He holds more Clubs, say,
S1VI d aDon wound and around the table, until all die than anything else, so he will try to get seven cards of

11 S° been turned over and each won by someone. that suit. He takes any one of his cards, not a Club, and
cards have ^ ^ tumed untii after die word “saw,” and lays it face-down in front of Dave, die player to his left,
tlienk must be turned quickly. Dave, who is going to try for seven Hearts, puts a card

The player who has die most cards wins die game. he does not want, face-down m front of Jean, on his left;
If two players should have the same number, deal and then he picks up and adds to his hand the card Glen

each of them two cards off die unused pack; and they has given him. If it is a Heart, so much the better; if not,
play as before only this ume diey must say four adjec- he will get rid of it when his turn comes again,
dves and a noun! ’ Jean puts a card face-down in front of Dorothy, and

When die game has been played often and die words then picks up the card Dave has given her and adds it to
easily, vary it by using the second letter of the her hand. So the play goes round the table, each one al-

card’s name instead of die first” letter. ways putting one card face-down in front of the next
^ ^ y player before looking at the card he has received.

„ , , „■ i The first plaver to get seven cards of the same suit cries,For very young players, only one adjective and a noun ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ hand and wins dle g -

eagle” for an Sometimes Dave gets seven Hearts and Jean on hh left

Eight.) Or no adjective at all, only a noun, if die players
are very, very young. sails!” wins.
T, ,, Of course, nobody must ever tell what suit lie is saving.
16. My bhip bails That is part of the fun, when two try to get seven cards

This is a very easy game, for three, four, five, or more of the same suit, not knowing that the other one is col-
players. Children who know nothing at all about cards keting them, too.

A 31
30 V

come too

ame.
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17. Stop-and-Go t’,e next
. , • , ‘'cmn-and-Go” sounds like an up-to-date Tack, Queen, King.

Although P 0ld old French game. It The King is always a Stop. The one who plays it be-
is also called Sequence. ^ , ! gins a new sequence, either with the Ace of die same suit,

Anv number may play. If there are four players deal > or with any card of any suit.
1 cards' one at a time, to each player, and lay the re- It is wise to begin a sequence with an Ace, as that is 

mainirnr four cards aside, face-down, for Stops. (If three only way you can get rid of it, for it cannot be played
nh ■ deal fifteen cards to cadi, and seven Stops. If five 0n the King, because the King is a Stop. (If you hold
nliv deal nine cards to each, and seven Stops. If six play, both the King and the Ace, you can end one sequence
deal eight cards to each, and four Stops.) with the King and begin another with the Ace; but you

The object is to be die first to get rid of your cards, by cannot play the Ace on someone else’s King.)
building up in sequence (4, ?, 6, 7) of the same suit to If Billy plays the Ace and also holds die Deuce lie

c, must play it also, immediately after the Ace. And it
3 Everyone picks up his cards and holds them fanshape, Nancy holds the Three, Four, and Five, she must play 
and the play is always in turn to the left. all of them, one after the other. .

Billy, on the dealer’s left, begins by playing any card The first player to get rid of his cards wins die game,
face-up in the center of the table, naming its denomina
tion. If it is the Seven of Spades he says, “Seven.”

Nancy, on his left, plays die Eight of Spades, if she lias 
it, and says, “Eight." If she does not have it, she loses a 
chance to play a card. She must say, “Pass,” and the next 
one who can, plays die Eight of Spades, saying, “Eight.”

(Of course, diis card may be face-down among the , maddening!—game for young players.
Stops. In diat case, each one in turn will say, “Pass,” It is best as a game for four, playing paitners, ut it
and Billy again must “Go” by beginning another se- may easily be adapted to two or diree.
quence, playing any card he chooses.) The Jack of Spades is the Grand Yukon, the ug ics

Whenever a Stop is reached, die player of the last card card in the deck. Next in rank are die other Jac s, ca e 
is die one to Go—begin die new sequence. Yuhpns, one being no higher than another.

All cards are left face-up on the table when they are Use die full pack of fifty-two cards (if there are our
played, whether a Stop is readied or whedier the endre or two players; if three play, remove one Deuce
suit is played out Deal five cards, one at a time, to each player, ail p

If Nancy can play the Eight of Spades on Billy’s Seven, 
one who can, plays the Nine; then die Ten,

18. Yukon
Yukon, based on an old German game, was played by 

miners in the Klondike days. And diey gave it this 
name. It makes an interesting and exciting—and often
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the remainder of the pack face-down where everyone can 
reach it conveniently.

The object is to win tricks containing counting cards, 
and so be the first to reach 250 points. The cards that 
count toward game are:

yukon an exciting game. You must follow suit—not 
even the Grand Yukon may be played if you can follow 
suit; and you must play a Jack if you cannot follow suit. 
Of course, if you have neither the suit led nor a Jack, you 

lay any card—a Ten if it will be your partner’s trick, 
and a worthless card if the opponents, will get it.

When the five cards apiece have been dealt around, 
the dealer’s left leads for the first trick. A

Grand Yukon counts 15 points 
Each Yukon 

“ Ten 
“ Ace 
“ Kinfc’
“ Queen

10
the player
small card is usually the best first-lead.

There is no trump. Each player must “follow suit or 
play a Jack.” The highest card of the suit led wins the 
trick, unless a Yukon has been played on it.

The winner of each trick takes it in and lays it aside, 
and then he draws the top card of the face-down pack 
and adds it to his hand. Then each player in turn to the 
left draws the next top card. This keeps five cards always, 
in die hands—one is drawn for every one played. When 
die pack is exhausted, the five cards in the hands are 
played out.

The winner of each trick, after everyone has drawn a. 
card, leads for the next trick.

When all the cards have been played, each side counts 
its score-the values of the Jacks, Tens, Aces, Kings, and 
Queens won—and marks it down.

The cards are then dealt by die next player 
for another round. .

The first side to reach 250 or more points (when the 
card score is counted at the end of any deal, and not 
during the play of the hand) wins the game.

If both sides have passed 250, the higher score wins.. 
If there is a tie, die side holding the Yukon lgger 
(Ace of Spades) wins.

10 on
5
3
2

The cards rank in their usual order—A-K-Q, etc.— 
except the four Jacks, which are the highest of all, their 
suits being disregarded (unless one of them is led). 
When any Yukon is played on any trick, the Yukon 
wins the trick. (If die^A is led, the *J will win it— 
or the or or *J; but a Yukon is played only 
when its holder cannot follow suit.)

If some trick should contain both a Yukon and the 
Grand Yukon, the Grand Yukon wins, of course. If two 
plain Yukons are played on one trick, the first one played 
wins. (If die ^ A is led, the ^J is played, and then the 
* J> die Grand Yukon wins the trick. Rut if the O A is 
led, the is played, and then die OJ, the ^J, being 
the first played, wins the trick.)

If one of the \ ukons should be led (which rarely hap
pens), the other players must ‘‘follow suit or play a 
Jack. (If the^J is led, each of the other players must 
play a Club if he has one; if he has no Club, but has a 
Jack, he must play it, and if it is the Grand Yukon, this 
wins the trick.)

It is the one rule, Follow suit or play a Jack, that makes

the lefton
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JO, Go Fishing

The old) old game of Authors seems much more fun
Tou call it Go Fishing.

"iny number from three to six or eight may play.
The full pack is dealt out, two cards at a time. If some 

players have one more card than others, it does not mat-

♦ 37
36*

19. Old Maid
Any number of brave people may play this old, old

game.
Remove the Queen of Clubs and play with the re

mainder of the pack. Deal the cards around, one at a 
time. If some players have one more card than others, it 
does not matter.

The object is to get rid of your cards as quickly as pos
sible, by getting pairs (two Eights, two Aces, two Jacks).

Hold your cards fanshape. If you have any pair, re- 
the two cards from your hand and lay them face-

1 flu object is to get the greatest number of “sets” of 
four cards—four Jacks, four Eights, four Threes, four
Kings.

Everybody picks up his cards and holds them fan- 
i jjjjpe. If anyone has a set of four, he lays them, stacked 
i faCe-down, on the table in front of him. Then the play 

begins.
Richard, on the dealer’s left, asks any player at the 

table for a card, naming both its denomination and its 
suit. But Richard must hold at least one card of that de
nomination himself. For instance, if he asks for the Six 

' of Hearts, he must hold in his hand at least one Six; if he 
asks for the Ace of Spades, he must hold at least one Ace.

If Richard asks Dorothy, and she has the card, she 
must give it to him. And then he may ask her, or anyone 
else, for another card. But if Dorothy does not have the 
card called for, the turn passes to her, and she goes 
fishing” for some card she needs to build up a set of 
four. She may ask Richard or anyone else at die table.

have the card he has been

move
down on the table. If you have diree of a kind, only two 
may he discarded; if four of a kind, all four are discarded, 
for they are two pairs.

When all players have discarded all pairs they hold, 
the play begins. It is always in turn to the left.

The dealer draws any one card (he sees only its back 
and does not know what he is getting) from the fan- 
spread hand of Cloyd, the player on his left. If he can use 
die card to form a pair widi one he holds, lie lays the pair 
face-down on the table, thus ridding his hand of two 
cards; but he does not have another turn. If he does not 
match any card he holds, he must add die card he draws 
to those in his hand—hoping for better luck when his 
turn comes on the next round.

Cloyd now draws a card from Ruth, on his left—and 
lays down a pair if he can. Rudi then draws from Ann, 
on her left. And so on around and around the table.

Finally all the cards have been paired and laid down 
except one Queen. The holder of diat, alas, is to be an 
Old Maid. Or an Old Bachelor!

: The player who does not.......
asked to give up always has the next turn to go fishing.

he keeps on asking for cards as long as he gets t le 
p calls for. But he must never ask for any card un- 
ess “fc holds one or more of that denomination himse
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Whenever a player gets a set of four cards, he lays the 

set, stacked face-down, in front of him.
The player with the greatest number of sets shows 

diat he is the best fisherman, and wins the game.
If two players should have the same number of sets, 

anodier game can be played, and its score added to this 
game, to decide who is the best fisherman.

* ♦ y *
make the game easier by get-Very young play 

ting a pair instead of a set of four, and laying the pair 
down. They do not name the suit, but merely, “Mary, 
give me a Nine,” or, “John, give me an Ace.”

ers can

TWELVE games of solitaire

21. Pirate Gold
Pirate Gold is an easy game of Solitaire, for very young 

once in four or five timesplayers. It will fail only about 
—which is not often enough to be discouraging.

Shuffle the pack, and, holding it face-down in your 
hand, deal a row of five cards face-up, no two cards 
touching. Below them, not overlapping, but quite sep
arate, deal another row of five cards face-up.

These ten cards are the Pirate’s gold-pieces, and you 
are die Pirate who will stack up each pile bom 1 e treas 
ure-chest pack in your hand. Some piles will grow very 
high. Some mav have few treasures added.

The object is'to cover, by dealing two cards from the 
pack, every pair that appears on the table. If there should 
be no pair at all in the ten cards you have dea t ou >) 
lose the game at once, and must pick up the cards, shuffle 

again, and deal out ten more. (This rarely

::!l::::::::
Mi!

the pack over 
happens.)
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22. PYtam

If in die Pirate’s layout, there should be two alike (two 
doubloons, perhaps, or two pieces-of-eiglit!) cover each 
card of die pair with a card dealt face-up from the pack 
in your hand. If there should be more than one pair, 
cover all the pairs.

This will create a new pair, or perhaps two or more 
pairs. Cover by dealing from tire pack. And continue 
until all die cards have been dealt to cover pairs.

If you can do tins, you win the game, but if at any time 
there should be no pair on die table to be covered, you

This is a fascinating form o£» J £§£>£ 
good deal of planning ahea , y delightful senseas■gszzsxZti--*’*
mainder of the pack in your hand, ac pyramid,

The object is to remove all die car ^ total-
by making combinations of two car ( ^ounts 11, so 
mg 12—such as a 6 and 7, a 10 and -J so it is vom
it is removed with a 2. Queen couii s > renl0ved 
bined with an Ace. The King, equaling
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Tiie two cards that make 13 need not be in the 
suit.

Only a card that is fully uncovered, with no card 
lapping it, or partly overlapping it, may be used.

When the Pyramid is laid out, begin by removing 
of the bottom-row cards that total 13, including 
King. If two cards removed in this way uncover!com 
plctely a card in the row above, it may then be used flf 
a Nine partly covers a Four, and die Four will be free b 
removing the Nine, that combination may not be usedy 
for both cards must be free to begin with.) ’

When no further cards can be removed turn 
pack in your hand. Look at the top card. If you can use 
it to make 13 with any uncovered card in tile Pyramid 
do so, and remove them both to your discard pile of 13?

If you cannot combine this top card of the pack with 
one in the Pyramid, lay it face-up on the table to begin
Ld a!?; ’me “P ^ °f ^ B°nC^d

23. Montanasame
Some children who play Montana consider it an ab 

sorbing game, and others do not like it at all I It r “ ir„
a long tln,e> »do not beS'n R unless you have an hour 
or more to while away.

Deal out the entire pack, all the cards face-up in four 
horizontal rows of thirteen cards each, no two cards 
touching.

The object is to rearrange the cards so that each row 
will have all cards of one suit, and in order, reading from
left to right: 2-3-4O-6-7-S-9-10-J-Q-K. It does not 
ter which suit occupies which row.

When the cards are laid out, remove the four Aces and 
lay them aside. That will leave four vacant spaces in the 
field.

over-

any

mat-to the

Now begin the rearranging. Place in each vacant space 
the card of the same suit as die card on the left of the 
space, and one number higher than that card.

Suppose a left-hand corner of your field were like this:Look at the
rnmh n ,i t0p card in ?our hand, and use it to 
combine with and remove another card from the Pvra-

Sv v 
A A 
* A*

*A A

must Xshuffled °Ver “ th'S thra d'™> b« *

♦ n

2* A 
* * 
* *1

5a a
Pyramid, the rame°U £0t removeci all cards in the
without turning rheBone ^ V°U be able to win 

n he Boneyard over even once.

V

* n
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Once again, when you are blocked bv V,, • „
spaces on the right of Kings, you ml *.,ng a11 f™r 
cards that are not correctly placed, shuffle LmJth t 
four Aces and deal them out as before. RemowiT a h 
and if this time you cannot shift all cards into p ace “u

The Ace is to be removed, leaving a blank space. P]ace 
the *5 there, beside the *4 (it is the same suit, and 
number higher). Move the 0 2 to the left-end 
where the *5 was. That will begin your Diamond 
with the 2 in its correct position.

Put the 0 3 in the space created by moving the 0 2 
and die 3 will be in its correct position, 

j In the space left by moving the <>i, place the *7 
And so continue to fill spaces as they occur, always with' 
die card that is one number higher than the card 
left, and of the same suit as that card.

When a space occurs to the right of a King, it cannot 
be filled, for there is no higher card. This 
main blank.

one
space
row,

But if you succeed in getting all twelve cards of one

on tire
24. Lazy Boy

This is an easy form of Solitaire for those who like to 
win almost every time.

°]TCi £t0 ^U1]d Uf °n the Accs t0 *e Sevens
£ n nn o ?d down?Xi the to the Eights 

(K-Q-j-lU-y-o), always in the same suit.
When the pack has been shuffled, deal off three cards 

and place them in a stack face-up, with only the top 
card showing. If it is an Ace or a King, remove it and 
place it on the table for one of the foundations to build 
on. If you do remove it and can use, for a foundation or 
in building, the card it uncovers, do so.

Deal off three more cards and place them face-up on 
top of the others. Use the top card if you can, and any it 
uncovers. Then deal off three more and place them face
up on the stack.

Continue through the pack in this way, three cards 
at a time, laying aside all Aces and Kings when they ap 
Pear> and building up on the Aces and down on the
Kings.

space must re-

As soon as a space occurs at the left end of any row, a 
2 should be placed in it. And once a 2 is in position as 
toe first card of a row', it may not be shifted again. If it 
is a Heart, that must become tile Heart row;"if it is a 
Spade, that must be the Spade row.

If a 2 should be dealt as the first card of any row', it 
may be moved to the left-end position of another row, 
but a 2 that is placed may not be shifted.

When no further move can be made, because all the 
ISTtS are °n l'e right o£ Kings’leave ™ the table 
ffle other r A , T C°rreCt P°SItlons’ gather up all 
Aorouvhlv a H ?C Utng 1C f°Ur AceS’ Shuffle l'iem 
top rosf unth f K ■ 'm °Ut in 0rder> filling the

again toThifl 012 clrdfkflhf3 °n“ aDd beS:i1
ble into their correct pl’afes. ® “ m3ny m°re aS poss1'

When you have been through the pack in your hand,
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ambers on the cards (Ace, 2, 3), Jack XI, and Queen 
XII. The four cards in the center are the King pile 

The object is to have all the cards of the clock in their 
correct places, face-up, before the King pile is completed 
"the four Aces face-up in the I pile, the four Deuces in 
the II pile, the Threes in the III pile, and so on.

Begin with the Ace pile (the I on the clock-face) 
Turn over the top card and put it, face-up, at the bottom 
of its correct pile. If it is a 9, put it face-up under the IX 
pile. Then take the top card of the IX pile and put it 
where it belongs; if it should be a Queen, put it face-up 
beneath the XII pile, and take the top card of the XII 

, (Queen) pile and put it in its right place. Any King goes 
face-up beneath the center pile.

If the game works out, you will have, at the end, all 
the cards in their correct positions, from die four Aces 
on the one o’clock pile to the four Queens at high

If four Kings should be turned up before the other 
\ piles are completed, the game ends and you lose.

26. Spread Eagle

Spread Eagle is one of the old, old games of Solitaire 
that now is almost forgotten.

i _ Remove the four Aces from die pack and place them 
in the center of the table, in a vertical row, for the Eagle’s 
body.

After removing the Aces, shuffle the remainder of the 
pack and deal all the cards face-up. First a vertical 
of six cards to the right of die Aces, to begin the Eagle’s
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turn over the face-up stack and, without shuffling, run 
through it, three at a time, forming a new face-up stack 
and using every top face-up card you can.

Conunue turning over the stack and going through it 
three cards at a dme. If when you do this you are unable 
to use a single card, you lose. But nearly always you will 
win.

I

25. Round the Clock

noon.

tahe°Wkrt|! ‘° P’ay ^ simPle form of Soli-
Wm °rlose ^ends solely upon die 

excidng. ’ yet 3C tlmes dle 8ame becomes quite
Deal '

face-down VS? S?cks of four cards each, all 
the center of the dick. ^ °f f°Ur C3rds face-down in row
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right wing. Then a similar row to the left of the Aces, for tion of anoth «r c°bimn in the same wing n ■
his left wing. _ , ’ „)aced on a card of a different color and ^

Deal another vertical row of six cards on the right, the Wjw (a black ® and 3 red 7, a red Ta k number
side edges overlapping die six cards in the first row. Deal Queen). And only one card, the uncovered ^ “ bla?
a similar row on die left wing, die side edges overlapping moved at a time. As that uncovers another ,
the six already dealt diere. Then deal on the right whig »ay then be moved in the same way ’ 115 “rd
a row of five overlapping die .preceding row; then a When a horizontal column-space is'left vacant MI ,1
similar row of five on the left wing Then deal a row of cards in it having been used on die Aces in build if ™

ree on the right, diree on the left; two on the right, or shifted to other columns in buildinv down) the va’
h^o on the !eft; two on the right, two on the left—all cant column-space may be filled with°any ou s’id
with side edges overlapping the preceding row. covered card in the same wing. It is usually wi ’

place a high card, a King if possible, in a vacant space 
Should you succeed in building the Ace of each suit up 

to its King, feather by feather, you have made die Eagle 
fold his wings, and you win the game.

must be

wi
sest to

OOOOOO A OOOOOO 
000000 A OOOOOO 

0000 A OOOO 
000 A 000 
000 000 
00 00

(Side edges of cards overlap)
27. Four-Leaf Clover

To the eager mind there is more interest in combining 
cards to total a number than in die mere placing of one 
card after anotherseqIracf^ri%t<\bUjld UP °n eadl Ace’ widl curds ^

Onlv fl,A ’ ?’•]’ 47r P„t0 Kln®) of tlle same suit, 

and so on up.

overlappinoAy3 at£?r™nB 'b31 bus anodier card
“down^In° ’ 5°U build down” on the winvs— 
outside » M “°UtWard” in direction “The 
horizontal ofc d?at 15 ^ uncovered) of any 

column may be moved to die outside posi-

an Ace.upon
Four-leaf Clover is a stimulating “number game,” not 

difficult to win for one who is on the alert to combine die
greatest number of cards.

First remove the jour Tens from the pack. They are 
not to be used. Then shuffle die remaining forty-eight 
cards, and deal, face-up, four rows of four cards each, 
no two cards touching. This is die clover-field. Hold die 
remainder of the pack in your hand, face-down.

The object is to use up all die forty-eight cards and re
move diem from the field by making combinations in 
the same suit that total 15 (such as 9-4-2 of Clubs; 7-8

e same suit. Then a
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Honey-Bee

gees are far more industrious than you will be when 
«u play this lazy form of Solitaire. For the game de
pends almost entirely upon the way the cards fall. When 
[tey come off the deck just right, it seems much too easy. 
Jut when they fall wrong—!

Shuffle the full pack. Then, holding die cards face
down, count off ten cards and place them in a stack face
up on the table, with only the top card showing. This is 
the beehive.

Deal off the next six cards, placing them in a row face
up, no two cards touching—or in two rows of three cards 
each if you prefer. This is the flower-garden where die 
bees will come to get honey—and swarm together in sets 
of four. Hold the remainder of the pack in your hand, 
face-down.

The object is to combine all the fifty-two cards in sets 
of four of a kind—as four Aces, four Sevens—by build
ing them in sets in the flower-garden, and removing each 
set as it is completed.

With die layout ready, begin to send the bees to the 
garden. If the top card of the beehive is like any card in 
the garden, place it on that card. Then the next card in 
the hive, being uncovered, may be used if it is like any

50 r 4 51

of Spades). Jack, Queen, and King have no number- 
value, but are removed as a set-of-three when all three in 
die same suit, appear in the clover-field at one time (such 
as Jack-Queen-King of Hearts). ' '

The more cards that can be used to make one 15, the 
better, as that will leave more spaces in the field for'you 
to fill from the pack in your hand. If part of the field 
should be:

28.

do not pick up the 6-9 of Hearts, but the 6-A-8 th 
moving three cards instead of two.

When the field of sixteen cards is laid 
removing all cards that combined (in the 
tota 15; or any set of Jack-Queen-King in
field A a?” PaCVn, y°Ur I,and’ fiU tlle spaces ^ the S fill "re”0VeaU the Cards you can-in making 15. 
binZ Id paces °nce m°re-Continue this—first com-

I sou find "’“'I",8 CardS’thcn fiilin§ thc sPaces* 
ar unabh? * ”l,d S1XteCn-card field at any time, and 
pX CrTe even T Cards’the game ends and 
Lrds £“ U$ing a11 dlc f°rty-eight 
win the FoScW ^ °f Jack^een-K,ng, you

us re-

out, begin by 
: same suit) 
one suit.

card in the garden. ,.
No card is ever placed on the beehive, as le o ject is 

to use up all its cards as quickly as possible, ar s a 
placed only on the six garden cards.

If two cards in the garden are alike, place one on 
of the other, and fill the vacant space with the top card 
of the beehive. Suppose your layout shou

m
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as you can on like-cards in the garden, in building sets 
o£ four- Then turn over this stack, and go through it 
three cards at a tunc. It may be turned over as many 
times as you choose, but it must not be shuffled.

Should you go through it without being able to use a 
single card that is turned up, your bees refuse to go seek 
honey and you lose the game. But if you make them all 
gather in the garden in sets of four, you win.

U ♦
♦

♦ n
29. Klondike

Place die *5 (the top beehive-card) on the 0 5; if 
the next beehive-card should be another 5, place it also 
on die 5-pile. (Or if it is a K, 2, 3, or 10, place it on that 
pile.) Place the 0 3 on die * 3, and fill the space (where 
the 0 3 was) with the top beehive-card.

When all the like-cards have been combined, turn to 
the pack in your hand and deal off three cards, placing 
them in a pile face-up, with only the top card showing. 
This will begin a working-stack. If the top card is like 
any in the garden, place it on the garden-card, and 
the card it uncovers if it is like any in die garden.

Then deal three

Mggets

l* * fjS* ♦ t* *
V♦

}
use yl/ines

off the pack and place them 
face-up on your working-stack, using the top card if it 
matches one of those in the garden.

When you get a set of four cards of one kind in the 
garden, remove

more

Rock-pile

... ih casting it aside, and fill the vacant 
space with the top card of the beehive. When there are no 

cards in the beehive, fill a vacant-space with the 
top card of the working-stack.

Go through the pack three cards at a time, placing 
them face-up on the working-stack and using

Many years ago the name of diis game was Canfield, 
and a quite different game of Solitaire was called Klon
dike. But somehow the names of the two games became 
confused; so this one now is Klondike and die other one 
Canfield.

When die pack is shuffled, count off thirteen cards and

more

as many

i ■
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To uncover a card in the Mines forplace them in a pile face-up, with only the top card show
ing. These are the Gold Nuggets.

Next deal off the top card of the pack in your hand and 
lay it face-up far in front of you (as the * 6 in the ;nus. 
tration). This is one of your foundation-cards. Instead 
of building up on Aces you will build on it. (If it is a 
6, you will build up, in the same suit, to King, then A- 
2-3-4-?.)

This foundation-card is one of the four Money-stacks, 
to be piled up as rapidly as possible. Whatever this card 
may be, as soon as die other like-cards appear (if it is a 
6, the odier 6’s; if a Queen, the odier Queens) lay them 
beside it—to be built up on in the same suit.

Having laid out the pile of Nuggets and the founda
tion-card for the first Money-stack, next deal off four 
cards, face-up in a row. These are the four Gold Mines, 
and you descend in diem, building steps down regard
less of color (any 8 may be placed on any 9; any King 
on any Ace).

Then from the pack in your hand deal off three cards 
and place them in a pile face-up, with only the top card 
showing. This is the Rock-pile, where you may find gold 
to put on the Money-stacks, or rocks to build descend
ing steps in the four Mines.

With the layout completed, make all the plays you 
can, building up in the same suit on the Money-stacks, 
or down (in any suit) on the Mines. In tile illustration, 
the VA ' -

use on a Money- 
stack, either the bottom (fully uncovered) card in a 
Mines column, or the entire column, may be moved onto 
another column whose bottom card is next-higher. Sup
pose the four Mines columns, sometime during the play, 
were:

OQ 9>8 010 9>2
0 ) 0 A
* 8 AK.

AJ

V 7

the Q-J column could be placed on the * K, thus freeing 
a column-space (which is always helpful); the entire 
10-9-8-7 column could then be placed on the AJ, thus 
freeing another column-space. Then, if you wanted to 

the * 8 on a Money-stack, the 9’ 7 could be placed 
on the ?? 8.

When a blank column-space occurs in the Mines row, 
it may be filled with the top card of the Nuggets, or of 
the Rock-pile, or with the bottom card of another Mines 
column. It is wisest to use the top Nugget card to fill 
such a blank space. No card is ever placed on the Nug
gets pile.

Having made all the plays possible, on the Money- 
stacks and Mines, deal off three more cards from the 
pack in your hand and place them face-up on the Rock- 
pile, with only the top card showing. Use this top card 
if you can, and any that it uncovers. Then deal three 
more upon the Rock-pile, and use the top card it you

use

be placed on the *2, overlapping but not 
covering it, and the can then overlap the ^ A. The 

7 can be put on the *6, covering it, and the *8 on
suit) ?*(BUt n0t ^ *9 °n dlC f°r k is a diflerent

can

can.
Continue this until the pack has been gone through. 

Then turn over die Rock-pile and go through it, three
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die 8, and die 5 overlapping the 6. That will create two 
spaces, so do not shift the 4 onto the 5 just yet.

Once one card is placed on another (as the 6 on the 8) 
a column is begun, and then only the bottom, uncovered 
card may be shifted—to another column or to a vacant 

. An entire column may never he moved.
one or two cards in your lay-

cards at a time, forming a new Rock-pile. It may be 
turned over and gone through any number of times, but 
it must not be shuffled.

If at any time you cannot use a single card to build 
further, you lose the game. But if you do not overlook 
a play—which it is easy to do—you will not find it dif
ficult to win Klondike.

space
When you have shifted

out of seven, fill die spaces you have made, by dealing 
off the top cards from die pack in your hand. All spa 
must be filled before you begin to shift cards again. A 
card may not be dealt onto a column, but must be placed 
in a space. No card may be dealt from die pack until diere 
is at least one vacant space in die seven columns.

After filling die spaces with cards dealt from die 
pack (or the bottom card of another column may be 
placed in some space, but this is not advisable), shift one 
or two cards onto other columns, to create spaces for 
further dealing from the pack. _ .. .

When a King appears, place it in a space, making i 
die foundation-card for drat column and building down 
on it (in sequence but regardless of suit) as rapid y 
you can. When a King column is completed, from 
Kintf down to Ace, turn it over, face-down.

co.muck0,-di>. p»»WyFor am*
layout were duce King-columns comp'eted from 
A and turned face-down, and the other four columns

ces
30. Down the Stairs

Down the Stairs is one of the few games of Solitaire 
that can be won every time. Yet the correct shifting of 
the cards forms an absorbing pastime.

The object is to build down in four columns, from 
King to Ace, without regard to suit or color (any Queen 
may be placed on any King; any Jack on any Queen).

The full pack is used. Deal out a row of seven cards, 
side by side, no two cards touching. Three of these will 
create working-spaces when the cards are removed, and 
the other four will became foundation-Kings.

Any of the seven cards laid out may temporarily be 
placed overlapping any other card that is higher (a 5 
may be placed on a 6, on a 7, or on any higher card, even 
on a King).

You may begin by shifting as many or as few of the 
seven cards as you choose—always onto a higher card— 
creating vacant column-spaces; but it is wise to move 
only one or two. Suppose your seven cards were:

*8 OK *4 06 AJ

The King, fortunately, would be in positi 
a column, to be built down on. Place the 6 overlapping

were:
q 6 7 10

5on as head of 9
4
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n0 two cards touching, and all face-down; then nine 
cards on top of them, face-down; then nine cards on top 
of those, face-up. That will be nine stacks of three cards 
each, the top card only of each stack face-up.

OOOOOOOOO 
OOOOOOO 

0 0 0 0 0 
O O O 

O
OOOOOOOOO 

(Each row overlaps the row above it)
The object is to build up on the Aces—Ace, 2, 3, 4, 

up to King—in each suit.
Only the completely uncovered cards in the Triangle 

(the bottom card of each vertical column) and the nine 
face-up cards in the Boneyard may be used. If there are 
any Aces among these eighteen cards, lay them to one 
side, for the foundations to build upon. If there are any 
2’s of the same suit as the Aces, use them; then 3’s; and 
so on.

To uncover a card in the Triangle, any bottom (com
pletely uncovered) card of one vertical column may be 
lifted over to the bottom of another vertical column, 
provided it is put on a card of a different color (red on 
black, black on red) and one number higher (a 5 
6, a Queen on a King). You “build down 5 (in a different 
color) in the Triangle, and “build up (in the 
suit) on the Aces.

As soon as a bottom card in the Triangle is used, the 
card beneath it is uncovered and it may then be used.

Any face-up Boneyard card may be used at any time

:In order to deal another card off the pack, a space must 
be created. You could place the 6 on either the 9 or the 
10, but it is better to get it between die 5 and 7. To do 
so, you would:

Place 6 on 9; 4 on 10; 5 in the space where the 6 was; 
6 on 7; 5 on 6; 4 on 5. This will give you one space. If 
you want to create another one, you can place the 9 in 
space; 10 on Q; 9 on 10.

Then you are ready to deal two cards off the pack, 
hoping that one of diem may be die foundation-King.

No matter how long a column may be, you can always 
reach any card in it by the proper shifting of one card 
at a time. If die Queen were at the very top of a column, 
buried beneath die eleven lower cards, it would not be 
impossible to reach it, although it would require many 
moves to do so.

Down the Stairs can always be won I

■

31. Idiot’s Delight

When Idiot’s Delight is played “according to Hoyle,” 
it is much too discouraging, for you can win only about 
once in fifty or sixty times. This is a simplified form, 
where the chances are much better—about once in tw'O 
or three times.

When die pack has been shuffled, deal a Triangle of 
twenty-five cards, all face-up, and each row overlapping 
die row above it. The first row has nine cards. The next 
has seven, overlapping the middle seven cards in the 
first row. Then five, then three, then one—each card 
overlapping the card immediately above it.

Next deal the Boneyard—nine cards spaced well apart,

on a

same

-
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in building either in the Triangle or on the Aces. As 
soon as a Boneyard card is used, turn over immediately, 
face-up the card that was beneath it. Do not wait until 
you make some play you see in the Triangle, but turn 
this card over at once, as it may make a difference in
y°When the three51 cards in a Boneyard stack have been 
used, leaving a vacant space, diis space remains vacant; 
it may not be filled with the top card from another Bone- 

card in the Triangle may ever be

OOOOOOOOO 
oooooooo 

O O O O O 0 o 
o o o o o o ooooo 

O 0 0 o o o oo o
o

o o o o o o o
(Each row overlaps the row above it)

All the cards are face-up, and in the Triangle each 
horizontal row overlaps the row immediately above it. ] 
Thus when you begin to play there are nine fully un
covered cards in die Triangle (the bottom card of each 
vertical row) and seven in the Boneyard.

The play is just the same as in the easier form of Idiot’s 
Delight. You build up on the Aces and down (in alter
nate colors) in the Triangle. The Boneyard cards may be 
used at any time, on the Aces or in the Triangle. The 
Triangle cards may never be placed in the Boneyard.

The reason diis form of the game is so difficult is be
cause of diose long columns of cards on the right. When 
an Ace or a Deuce is buried there, it is hard to dig it outl

yard pile. And 
placed in the Boneyard.

When diere is a vacant column-space in the Triangle, 
any uncovered card in the Triangle (the bottom card of 
any vertical row) or any face-up card in the Boneyard 

y be placed in the Triangle column-space. It is 
ally best to place a Boneyard card in this space, unless it 
is the bottom card of its pile of direc, as that permits 
you to turn face-up the next card in that Boneyard pile.

If you watch die Triangle carefully, constantly shift
ing cards from one column to another in building down, 
fill die vacant column-spaces, and use the Boneyard to 
help you, diis form of Idiot's Delight will not be difficult 
to win. But it does require close attention!

You win if you succeed in building the Ace of each 
suit up to its King, thus using all die cards in the Triangle 
and all those in the Boneyard.

no

usu-ma

A ♦ V *

The real game of Idiot’s Delight, the ever-so-hard 
game to win, is played in the same way, but the layout 
is different. The Triangle lias forty-five cards, and the 
Boneyard has only seven.

:rr
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build up on the Aces (in the same suit) or to build down 
on the layout (in sequence and in alternate colors- 
black on red, red on black). You build down, on the 
layout, in order to uncover a card so that it may be 
turned face-up.

All face-up cards in one column may be moved (with
out disturbing their order) onto another column. But 
the top card of the ones you are moving must be a dif
ferent color and the next number lower than the bot
tom card of the column they are moved onto. (A black 
5 heading a column may be placed on a red 6, a red Jack 

black Queen.)

32. Canfield

a ieh 
EEL nu 
EH B
r~i eh

ehEHHHEH EHEHEHi
EEHI! ♦A
EE!* *; EH;* »♦ s

1♦ ♦;
i *Si

+ {

on a
In moving cards from one column to another, ail face

up cards in that column must be moved together. (If one 
column shows 9-S-7-6, the 6 may not be moved alone 
onto a 7 in another column, but all four together may 
be moved onto a 10 of a different color from the 9.)

As soon as a face-down card is uncovered, turn it over, 
and use it if you can—in building up on the Aces or 
down in another column.

When any column-space is vacant, only a King may 
be placed in it. If the King heads a number of face-up 
cards, all the cards below the King must be moved with

When this popular game of Solitaire first was played, 
its name was Klondike, but everyone now calls it Can-

At least, they know it by that name, but many of them 
call it merely “Solitaire”—as if it were the only game of 
Solitaire ever played I

Deal a row of seven cards, the first card face-up, the 
otliers face-down. Then a row of six cards overlapping 
those above, the first card face-up, the odiers face-down. 
Each succeeding row has one card less, and always the 
first card is face-up. The last row, the seventh, will have 
only one card, face-up.

Hold the remainder of the pack in your hand.
The object is to build up each suit from the Ace to the 

King.
First look at your layout, the cards you have dealt. If 

there is an Ace showing, lay it aside for one of your four 
Ace-foundations. And turn over, face-up, the card that 
was beneath the Ace.

As soon as a card is face-up it may be used—either to

field.

it.
When no further moves are possible in die layout, 

hand and deal off three cards,turn to the pack in your 
placing them in a pile face-up on the table, only the top 
card showing. Use the top card of this Boneyard-pile if 
you can; and if you use it, the next one, being the top 
card, may be used. .

Deal off diree more cards from the pack and place 
them face-up on the Boneyard-pile, using the top one it
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and any that are uncovered when die top ones Chinayou can,

""Go dtough the pack in this way, three cards at a time 
Then turn over the Boneyard (but do not shuffle it) and 
1,0 through it three at a time, forming a new Boneyard 
as at the beginning. Keep on turning over the Boneyard 
and going through it, three cards at a time.

If you do this without being able to use a single card, 
you are blocked, and lose die game. But if you manage 
to build each Ace up to its King, you win.

This is an exciting and fast-moving game of Canfield 
for two, three, or four players.

It makes a lively party game. But unless your guests 
are accustomed to playing Canfield they will surely lose 
the race to China.

Each player has a full pack of fifty-two cards, and 
deals out the cards as if he were playing Canfield alone. 
No one begins to play until all the layouts are ready— 
each one having his twenty-eight cards in place. Then 

“China!” and the race begins.someone says,
As the Aces appear they are placed in die center of 

the table where all can reach diem. Each player may 
build on anybody’s Aces.

He may build either up or down (he may not place 
an Ace on a Deuce, because Aces must be placed on the 
table separately, for foundations; nor 
King on an Ace, for the Kings must be the final cards; 
but once the A 2 3 are played, he may put either a 4 or a 
2 on the 3).

Double Canfield
This is a lively game where two players race in play

ing Canfield.
Ann and Betty sit opposite each odier at the table. 

Each has a full pack of fifty-two cards, and each lays 
Canfield as if she were playing alone. But as die Aces 
appear they are placed on die table between the two 
players, and bodi Betty and Ann build up on any Ace. 
Betty may play die ^2 on die ^A Ann has laid out; 
Ann may then play the V3 and ^4 on it, Betty the 
V 5—and so on up.

That is where the excitement comes in, for bodi may 
have a ^5 at the same time, and die one who is the 
quicker to slap it on die ^ 4 is the one who is able to 
get rid of it.

Except diat each player has eight Aces to build up 
(in die same suit), die game is played like single Can- 
field. The players may not build down on each other s 
columns, but only on dieir own columns.

The first one out of cards wins.

out
may he place a

He may build regardless of suit (die *4 may be put 
l the V 3: the *) on the *4; die 04 on die *5,on

and so on). _ _ .
The first one out of cards cries, “China I” and wins 

die game.

on

china
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:ipE;
you slyly looked at it when you finished shuffling and 
before you put the pack on the table. When the card you 

the bottom turned up as you dealt, you knew the 
next card would be the one selected, for it was

saw on 
very
placed immediately below the one you saw.</

i
JZ-~-
-=Eri. 34. Spelling the Cards

A life-prisoner claims that it took him twenty-seven 
years to figure out this interesting trick.

Take one complete suit—Spades, say—and discard 
the remainder of the pack. Arrange your thirteen cards 
very carefully in the following order: 387AQ642 
JK 109 5.

Hold the pile of cards thus arranged face-down in 
your left hand (the 3 will be the top card). Now deal, 
from off the top onto the bottom, without turning the 
card over, one card at a time, spelling aloud as you do 
so, one letter for each card, ACE (A for the first card 
on the bottom, C for the second, E for the third); then 
say “Ace,” as you turn up the fourth card and lay it 

the table face-up, leaving it there. Behold, it is the

Continue spelling, dealing cards from the top of the 
pile to the bottom, one card for each letter, T W O 
laying the next card, as you say “Two,’ on the table face
up and leaving it there. It will be the 2. Then spell 
THREE, “Three,”—turning up and putting on the 
table the card that comes after the last E.

And so on through all the numbers. The letters that 
are spelled always represent cards dealt from the top of 
the pile to the bottom,' face-down, and the words,

TWELVE CARD TRICKS
33. Eagle Bright

While this is one of the simplest of all tricks, anyone 
who does not know it will be decidedly puzzled.

When you have shuffled die pack, put it face-down on 
the table. Then have someone draw any card from it, 
look at the card, and show it to everyone but you; then 
he must put it at the bottom of the pac\\

While your back is turned, someone cuts the cards, 
placing the bottom part on top, so the card selected is 
somewhere—you do not know where—in the middle of 
the deck.

Now you take up the cards and, beginning at the top, 
deal diem off, one by one, throwing them face-up on the 
table. And when you reach the one selected, yo 
ish your audience by saying, “That is the card!”

How did you know?
You knew the card that was on the bottom of the pack 

at die beginning, because, having “eagle-bright eyes,”

on
Ace!

u aston-

i
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It was easy, of course, because he had drawn a card 

from the black stack, and put it back into the red stack 
—the only black card among them all.

•'Four,” “Five,” etc., always cards that are shown and 
then left face-up on the table.

When you have passed TEN, Ten, spell the next 
card JACK, “Jack.” Then Q U E E N, “Queen.” 
And then you will have only one card left, so it must be 
KING, “King.”

35. Needle In the Haystack
For this you must secretly “prepare” the pack, by di

viding it into two stacks, one all black cards (Spades 
and Clubs), the other all red (Hearts and Diamonds).

Laying one stack aside—in your lap or on the table 
covered carelessly with your left hand, anywhere you 

reach it quickly—hold out the other stack, face
down, and have someone draw any card and look at it.

Suppose it is die black half (although of course he 
does not know that all die cards are black) and he draws 
the Four of Spades. While he holds the card, you say, 
“You must write down the name of the card.”

This is only to distract his attention, and while he 
looks about for a pencil, you quickly switch the 
stacks, without his seeing you do it, and then say, “Never 
mind writing it down, if you are sure you can remember 
it. Put it back in the pack anywhere, while I shut my 
eyes and turn my head."

You hold out the stack (the red half) face-down, and 
he slips the card in. You shuffle them thoroughly (being 
careful to keep their backs toward him, so he cannot 
see they are all red but his one black card) .When they 
are shuffled, look at the cards yourself, and instantly pick 
out his card and throw it on the table.

36. Obey the Master
In this trick your friend will think you hypnotize him 

into drawing precisely the three cards you tell him to
i draw.

Shuffle the pack, and lift a few cards off the top—the 
number does not matter, about fifteen or twenty—and 
lay the remainder of the pack aside, not to be used.

As you lift the cards, distract his attention so you can 
look quickly at the bottom card of those you lift off. 
Suppose it is the Five of Hearts.

Spread all your fifteen or twenty cards face-down on 
the table. Then say, “Give me the Five of Hearts.” He

on the table and,

can

picks out any card from those spread 
without looking at it (this is important!), hands it to 
you. You do look at it. (It is the Ace of Spades, but he 
does not know that.) You lay it face-down in front of 
you, and say, “Now give me the Ace of Spades.

He chooses another card and hands it over unseen. 
You look at it and lay it face-down beside the odier 
This card is the Jack of Clubs; so you say, “Give me the 
Jack of Clubs.” He draws anodier card and gives it to 
you without looking at it. You see it is the Ten of Clubs, 
so you say, “I will draw one myself now, and that will 
be enough. I will draw the Ten of Clubs.

After hesitating over the spread cards, you draw the 
bottom one—the one on die far left—which you know 
very well is the Five of Hearts (because you saw it when

two

one.
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When you get all the Kings on top of the pock the cards 
will actually reatl, from the top down: K-7-5-K-K-K, 
but the audience must think they read: K-K-N-rv.j 

All the time you are going on with your story:
“The police arrive by airplane and land all together 

on the roof. But in the meantime the four thieves have 
scattered. This one"—take one Jack off the bottom, show 
it, and place it anywhere high in the deck, being sure i 
is not above the sixth card-“goes to the fourth floor. 
This one”—take another Jack, show it, and put it in the 
pack a little lower than the other—“goes to the third 
floor. This one”—the same with anodier Jack— to the 
second floor. And this thief goes from the basement to 
the first floor"—placing it a little above the bottom of

^Be'sure to show each Jack, as this will allay suspicion 
when you fail to show two supposed Kings. ^

“The four policemen are on die roof, all togedier. 
Pick up the top six cards (which are supposed to be only 
four) and spread them fanshape (so only the four Kings 
will show when you hold the cards up with their backs 
to you. The two plain cards must be hidden completely 
behind the second King.

The audience sees the four Kings spread fanshape and 
top of the pack—the

you lifted the cards off the pack). You place it face
down with the three cards he has drawn.

Now turn over the four face-down cards m front of 
you, and, behold, they are the very cards you named!

If your friend should draw the bottom card—the only 
know—the trick would be spoiled and youone you

would have to shuffle all the cards and try again.

37. Skip About
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♦ you then place them all 
roof: and all the time you are going on with your story, 
which partly distracts their attention from the cards:

“The policemen know they will never catch the 
thieves if they stay together. They must scatter through 
the building. One goes to the basement.” Lift the top 
card, show the audience that it is a King, then place it 
on the bottom of the pack.

onsees
♦ iY I

Deal diree files of seven cards each, face-up and over
lapping.

Ask someone to note one of the cards—any card—and 
tell you which of the three files it is in.

Now pick up each file separately, bunching die cards 
together in a pile without disturbing their order, and

l

l
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to the second floor.” Place Have someone shuffle the pack thoroughly, 

cannot be suspected of having “arranged the cards.
You are going to hold them behind your back. As 

they are handed to you, or as you swing them behind 
the bottom—without letting

“Another policeman goes 
the next top card (which is not a King, so it must not 
be shown) low in the pack.

“Another to the third floor. Place this one, too, 
quickly, as it is not a King.

“The fourth decides to remain 
thieves try to escape that way.” Lift up the next top card, 
show the audience it is a King, then replace it on top of

so you

you, note the card that is ... . .
anyone see you do it, of course. Suppose it is the .

With both hands behind you, take off the top third 
of the pack (the exact number does not matter), and 
turn it in reverse, so the bottom two-thirds will be facing 
the audience, and the top third will face you when you 
hold the cards in front of you. While you are doing this 

be mumbling some “Hokus-pokus-dommus-

on
the roof, lest theon

the pack.
“Now die four policemen are all scattered, searching 

for the four thieves.”
Put the pack on die table and ask someone to cut it 

(just one cut), being sure die bottom part of the cut is 
placed on the top part in the proper way.

“The policeman on the diird floor” (or on the second 
floor if die cut was high in the deck) “saw one of the 
diieves running up the stairs. He blew his whistle, and 
all the other policemen rushed to his floor.

“So now they are all together again!”
Turn the pack over, face-up, and lightly spread it on 

the table—and there are the four Kings, huddled togeth
er about midway!

canyou
nickus” magic formula.

Now with the pack deep in the right hand, the fingers 
curled well over the cards (to conceal that all of them 
are not facing the same way), hold the pack out in front 
of you, the bottom card facing the audience, and say, 
“Mary is thinking of the Four of Clubs. So diat is the 
card she sees!” (At the same time you note the 0 6 
facing you.)

Swing the pack behind you quickly, and while you 
chant your magic, slip the ^ 6 from the top of the pack 
to the bottom, turning the card as you do so, so it will 
face in the direction of the other bottom cards.

Hold the pack in front of you, deep in your right 
hand, and say, “John, your mind is hard to read, but I 
believe—yes, it is the Six of Diamonds!”

(You note the card now facing you is the ^K.) Be
hind you again, you switch that card to the bottom, and 
when you hold die pack out you can say, “This one is 

because everybody is drinking of the King of

39. One by One

One by One is a “mind-reading” trick.
A new pack of cards is best, where all the cards are 

straight; in an old pack they are often bent from much 
handling.

Begin by telling your audience you will name each 
card by reading the mind of someone who sees it. But 
you can only do that by first working magic on the card.

easy, 
Hearts!”
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rows, with a space at the end—as in the illustration.
The trick is to move one card at a time, into the space 

that is next to it, and end with the cards completely re
versed in order:

And so on, for eight or ten cards, being careful to 
name the card you put on the bottom, and not the card 
that is facing you at the time!

And be very, very careful that no one peeks behind 
you while you are working your magic! J 10 9 8 

7 6 5 -
4 3 2 A

with the space at the end of the middle row this time. 
There will always be one space, and only a card that 

adjoins this space may be moved into it. (The first move 
must be either the J or the 8, as no other card adjoins 
the space. If the Jack is moved, the next move must be 
the 7 or the 10. If the 8 is moved, the next move must 
be the 7 or the 4.)

The cards may be moved either up or down or across, 
but not diagonally.

Try this yourself before you read the solution. You 
will find it a fascinating game. But, like other tricks, it 
loses much of its interest once you know how it is donel 

The solution is quite simple. These are the moves in 
their correct order:

40. Turn Around

▼ ¥

7 8This trick is easy to learn and easy to remember. It 
will be great fun to watch your friends struggle with it. 
Then, when they have tried this way and that, becoming 
more and more entangled, show diem how simple it is 
by doing it in no time at all!

Even after they see you work it, they probably will 
fail unless you tell them just where the catch comes in.

Pick out one complete suit except the King and 
Queen, and arrange the eleven cards in order in three

J 10 9 5 6 
J 10 9 5 6 
J 10 9 5 6 
J 10 9 5 6 
J 10 9 8 6 
J 10 9 8 5

12 3 4 
12 3 4 
12 3 4 
12 3 4 
12 3 4

7 6 5

The catch comes toward the end, so be on the alert 
after you get the 9 in die top row, for the next move will
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be the 8 (not the 5), and then the 6 (not the 7).
When you have learned to shift the cards quickly, 

watch someone else try it!
that was on top will now be the sixteenth, the former 
second card is now the fifteenth, and so on.

You return to the room and ask Richard what num
ber he wrote down.

If he says 17, all right. If he says 16, you must slip one 
card from the top of the pack to the bottom; if 15, two 
cards from the top to the bottom. If he says 18, slip one 
card from the bottom of the pack to the top; if 19, two 
cards from the bottom to the top; if 20, three cards from 
the bottom to the top.

As your audience will see you do this, you can say, 
“For luck!” or, “To make it more confusing,” or any
thing of the sort.

Now ask Dorothy what number she thought of.
If she says 6 (and Richard has said 19 and you have 

put two cards from the bottom on top), give a few taps 
on top of the pack and say, “Card, I command you to 
skip from Dorothy’s number to Richard’s!”

Then to Dorothy: “Now I will count from 6 to 19, 
and there it will be 1”

41. The Magic Change

The magic Change is an excellent trick, easy to per
form, yet wholly puzzling.

Hand the pack of cards to someone—Dorothy, per
haps,—and say to her, “I shall leave the room. While I 
am gone, shuffle the pack and cut it. Then think of some 
number from 1 to 14. Count down to that number 
in the pack; note what card it is—if you think of 9, count 
down to the 9th card and look at it; if you think of 13, 
count down to the 13th card. Then replace the cards as 
they were, so your card is still the 9th or the 13th—or 
whatever number you thought of.”

You leave the room. Dorothy thinks of 6, say, and 
when she counts down she sees that the 6di card is the 
Jack of Spades. She leaves it in its position as the 6th 
card.

You return, take the pack and say to someone else, 
“While I am out of the room again, Richard, you write 
down some number from 15 to 20. When I return, I 
will make Dorothy’s card magically change its place, 
from her number to yours.”

Leave the room, taking the pack with you. Now rap
idly but very carefully deal off, one by one, and face
down, the top sixteen cards, placing one on top of the 
other as you count them off. Then replace the pile of 
sixteen, in their new order, on top of the face-down pack. 
These sixteen cards will be exactly reversed. The card

Count aloud, “Six”; then throw the first card face-up 
on the table as “Seven”; then the next card for 

to say the
number diought of, but begin your count with the next 
number after that; if Dorothy’s number was 10, say 
“Ten,” and count the first card “Eleven.”)

Count all the numbers aloud as you deal off the cards, 
and when you reach “Eighteen”—the one before Rich
ard’s number—you can pause dramatically and say, “The 
next one, if it skipped down when I told it to, will be 
Dorothy’s card.” Turn it over as you say, “Nineteen”— 
and lo, it is die Jack of Spades!

you say
“Eight”; then “Nine,” and so on. (Be sure
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Dorothy and everyone else saw it as die 6th card. How 
could it become the 19di? You could not have “placed” 
it when you had the pack out of die room, because you 
could not possibly know what card Dorothy saw, nor 
what number she thought of, nor what number Richard 
wrote down.

It is all very baffling!

out. The first pair you deal must be placed where die 
two P’s are—one card at the upper left corner of your lay
out, and the odier far enough below it to get in a card 
for S (Sank) and L (Lent) later on.

After the first pair is dealt, wait a minute before you 
deal the next pair. This will keep your audience from 
confusing the first two cards with the second two, and 
it will give you a chance to picture in your mind just 
where the next pair will be dealt, for diey will be placed 
where the two O’s are—one where the O is in Poke, 
and the odier for die O in Toys.

Hesitate after this pair, also, and picture the position 
for the next two cards—to be placed where die two K’s 
are.

42. Poke Sank
This is sometimes called die Wandering Pairs, and 

diere are two or three ways of performing it. Poke Sank 
Lent Play Toys seems die easiest to remember, so it will 
be given first.

Fix diose five words firmly in your mind, and pic
ture them printed on the table, one beneath the other: 

POKE 
SANK 
LENT 
PLAY 
TOYS

The trick is to deal out twenty cards in twos (called 
pairs, although die two cards will not be alike—one 
may be die 9 5 and the other the *9), have

any one pair (not any two cards) as you lay 
it face-up on the table, and when you have dealt out all 
the pairs you will tell him the two cards he has chosen.

Begin by saying, “I will deal off eight or ten pairs,” 
as if the number did not matter at all, but actually it is 
very important for'you to make it precisely ten pairs.

There are ten pairs of letters in Po\e Sank Lent Play 
Toys, and each pair will represent two cards you deal

Hesitate again, and then deal die two E’s. Then the 
two S’s, the two A’s, N’s, L’s, T’s, and Y’s.

As you lay each two cards face-up on die table, it looks 
as if you were placing them here, there, anywhere, but 
of course you are following a very careful system.

The numbers under die letters in this table show die 
order in which you deal die cards off die pack, 1-2 being 
the first pair, 3-4 die second, and so on.

POKE 
13 5 7 
SANK 
9 1113 6 
LENT 
15 8 1417 
PLAY 
2 161219 
TOYS 
18 4 2010

some
one note
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The Latin words are better than the English, as they 
have no two cards of a pair side-by-side. But the English 
words are much easier to remember, and that is an im
portant part of the trick.

The two sets of five-letter words, and the order in 
which the cards are dealt, are:

Hesitate briefly between each pair, giving your audi- 
time to note well the pair that is chosen. It is reallyence

better for them to write down the two cards they select, 
for then they will not confuse them with a later pair and 
believe that you are wrong when you name the two 
cards they chose.

When you have dealt the final two cards (Y-Y), say, 
“That is enough. Now tell me what rows your pair is in, 
and I will tell you what cards they are.”

If someone says the second and fourth rows, you spell 
those two rows in your mind (Sanf{ and Play) and know 
at once that the only like-letter in the two words is A, 
so his pair will be the two cards in the position of the 
two As—the second card in the Sanl{ row anil the third 
card in the Play row.

If he says the third and fifth rows, it must be the last 
card in the Lent row and the first in the Toys row—be
cause only T-T are alike in those two rows.

One good thing about this trick is that any number of 
people (up to ten) may choose pairs as you deal them 
out; and you can name them all, one after the other, 
when each has told you the rows his pair is in.

M U T U S 
13 5 4 7

D E D I T 
9 11 10 13 6

NOMEN 
15 17 2 12 16
C O C I s
19 18 20 14 8

USUAL 
1 3 2 5 7

SHEER
4 9 11 12 13

CHAFF 
15 10 6 1718
COLOR 
1619 8 2014

43. Turnstile
Not everyone knows that in every pack there are many 

cards whose small numbers in the corners (4, 5, 6) are 
printed unevenly as to margins—at one end of the card 
the number is closer to die side edge dian at the other 
end.A ♦ V A

Another way to perform the trick is to have four rows 
with five-letter words. You may take your choice be
tween four English words and four Latin words, the 
trick otherwise being the same as Po\e San\ Lent Play 
T oys.

In the five-letter words, however, you must say, “Tell 
me what row or rows your pair is in,” and it is not quite 
so mystifying when the two cards are in the same row.

Pick out four or five cards whose margins are notice
ably different, and lay them face-up side by side on the 
table—being careful to make all narrow-margins the 
left-side of the cards.

Say now to someone, “While my back is turned and 
my eyes are closed, turn one of diese cards around, so 
die top of it will be where die bottom is now. I will tell 
you which card you moved.”

i
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When you turn back and open your eyes, you can tell 
of the cards with its nar-

with so many pieces of blank paper. No one must truly 
believe anything you say. But it is fun as a “Let’s pre
tend” game, and the more mysterious you make it, the 
jollier it will be.

This is the way you “tell fortunes”:
Only twenty-eight cards are used, die seven highest 

of each suit: A-K-Q-J-10-9-8. Shuffle them, and have die 
one whose fortune you are telling cut them with die left 
hand (it must be die left hand!)

Holding the pack face-down, count off six cards and 
place them, still face-down, on the bottom of die pack. 
Then turn up the seventh (seven is a magic number!) 
and place it face-up on die table, for the first fortune- 
card. Deal six more to the bottom of die pack, and turn 
up the sevendi, placing it face-up on die table beside die 
first card.

Continue diis until you have seven cards spread out 
in front of you. Lay die remainder of die pack aside, and 
you are ready to begin your “reading.”

This is what the cards are supposed to mean:

Hearts:
Ace: The home. (Whatever the card on either side of it says, 

will happen at home.)
King: A man with red hair will help you in some way.
Oncen: A very pretty girl, with blond hair, will prove to be a 

loyal friend.
Jac\: A blue-eyed boy will do something for you when you 

least expect it.
Ten: A pleasant surprise is coming your way.
Nine: You will quarrel with someone, but you will soon “make 

up” and be better friends than ever.
Eight: You are soon going some place where there will be 

many, many children.

instantly, for you will 
row-margin on the right.

To mystify him further, you can take four more 
cards and tell by the way the pips are pointed. In most 
of the Hearts, Clubs, and Spades, it is very easy to tell 

end of a card from another by the way the pips are 
printed, some pointing up and some down.

see one

one

Then take four more cards whose pips are exactly 
alike top and bottom (any Diamond except the 7; or 
the 2, 4, 10, and face-cards in the other suits) and tell 
again by the margins. But be sure there is enough differ- 

in the side margin for you to detect the change!ence

44« Fortune Telling
Of course, nobody really believes in fortune-telling. 

But it is fun to make-believe.
Hundreds of years ago someone pretended he could 

“read” the cards. He made up everything as he went 
along, but he soon ran out of ideas and found himself 
saying the same things over and over. So he gave each 
card a certain meaning, and in that way, as he saw the 
cards, he could think of different tilings to say.

The cards have no meaning at all, of course. You can 
no more really tell fortunes with them than you could
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Nine: You expect some money, but you will not receive it— 
at least, not when you expect it.

Eight: A boy you know will tell you something that will 
prise you very much.

When you have laid out the seven cards and are ready 
to begin your reading, do as all fortune-tellers do—think 
of something you \notu about die one whose fortune 
you are telling and bring that into die story.

Suppose you are reading Carol’s fortune and know 
that she is soon going for a visit to her grandmother or 
her aunt. You can say solemnly, pointing to one of the 
cards as if you were reading it there: “You are going for 
a visit to someone who is much older than you.”

Or if you know she is going to the seashore, which is 
some distance away: “You are going on a long journey. 
There will be trees and water—much water.”

Or if her birthday is approaching: “You will soon re
ceive a present that will please you very much.”

When you cannot think of anything to say, refer to die 
cards for ideas. But die fortunes that are most fun are 
diose that you make up as you go along, based on things 
diat you really know will happen!

ClJrr: You will soon receive some money, but it will not be a 
gift—you will earn it.

King: A dark-haired older boy—a very nice boy—has taken a 
great fancy to you.

Oucen: This is die girl you like best. You and she will spend 
happy hours togedier.

Jack.: You and a boy with dark hair and brown eyes are going 
on a short journey.

Ten: This is the “good luck” card. Everything you do in the 
few days will be highly successful.

Nine: The friend you like best will prefer you above everyone 
else.

Eight: An exciting adventure awaits you.

Spades:
Ace: Among the many young people you know, there are 

who will be your lifelong friends.
King: A policeman will be looking for you I
Queen: You know a dark-haired girl who is very jolly and who 

likes to flatter. You must not believe everything she tells 
you!

Jack'- Beware of a disagreeable boy with black eyes, for he is 
planning to do you an injury.

Ten: Mild punishment is in store for you, alas.
Nine: A disappointment will make you unhappy, but only 

for a short time.
Eight: You will hear something that you will not like.

Diamonds:
Ace: You will soon receive an important letter.
King: Beware of a certain older boy with blue eyes and fair 

hair, for he is not your friend.
Queen: A blond girl that you know simply cannot keep a 

secret, so do not tell her everything.
Jac/^: A fair-haired boy will tell you some bad news.
Ten: You are going on an unexpected journey, and it will 

turn out to be a very happy one.

sur-

next

two
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Tlic Ace may be used at the top of a sequence (Q-K-A), 
or at the bottom of a sequence (A-2-3), but never in the 
middle (K-A-2).

Only three cards may be laid down at one time— 
either three of a kind (triplets) or a sequence of three. 
But when your turn comes again you may play one card 
at either end of a sequence that is on the table—whether 
it is your own or your opponent’s—or you may place the 
fourth card beside any triplet.

For example, if you have already laid on the table:

SOME GAMES THAT 
GROWN-UPS PLAY

45. Rummy
This is one of the most popular games for two, but it 

may be played, also, by three, four, or five.
The full pack is used. If two are playing, ten cards are 

dealt to each, one card at a time, and the next card is 
turned face-up on the table to begin the Discards pile. 
The remainder of the pack is placed face-down beside it.

The object is to get rid of your cards, by laying face 
up on the table in front of you three of a kind (such as 
three Fives, three Kings) or three of the same suit in se
quence, as:

then either you or your opponent may lay down eidier 
the ♦ A or the *5 beside this sequence; and when the 
*5 has been played, the *6 may then be played (in 
turn), and on up in sequence.

Or if there should be on the table:

either you or your opponent, when your turn comes, may- 
lay the ♦ 6 beside die Six-triplet.

Suppose Denis and Janet are playing Rummy, and 
Denis has dealt.
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Janet has the first play. She adds to her hand the face
up card on the table (the one that begins the Discards 
pile) if she can use it to form a combination of three (a 
triplet or a sequence).

If she cannot use it, she leaves it on the table and 
draws the top card from the pack and adds it to her 
hand.

Whichever card she adds to her hand (the Discard or 
die one she draws), she may now lay down, face-up in 
front of her, any one combination of three cards. She 
then discards one card, placing it face-up on the Dis
cards pile.

If she has no combination to lay down, she merely dis
cards, after she has drawn a card.

She does not have to lay down a combination she 
holds, if she prefers not to show it yet, but if she does lay 
it down, it must be done before she discards. And 
matter how many combinations she holds, she may lay 
down only one each time she draws a card (from either 
the stack or the Discards pile). If she holds a long se
quence, such as:

rd and adds it to his hand. He may draw either thea ca
face-up top card of the Discards, or the face-down top 
card of the stack, whichever he prefers. He will take the 

from the Discards pile, of course, if he can use it to 
form a combination of three.

After he adds the card to his hand, he may lav down 
combination he holds (whether it is one just formed 

with the card he drew, or one which he had in the ten 
cards that were dealt to him) or he may play a card at 
either end of Janet’s sequence or triplet, if she has 
in front of her, and then he must discard one card face
up on the Discards pile. And it is Janet’s turn again.

So the game goes on, each player in turn—draws, lays 
down, discards.

Only one play may be made after each draw—one 
combination may be laid down, or one card added to a 
sequence or triplet.

When one player has laid down all his cards—except 
the one he must discard—he cries, “Rummy!” and wins 
the game.

If neither one is out of cards when die face-down stack

one

one

one

no

has been gone through, the Discards pile is turned over, 
face-down, and the game continues, die next one draw
ing from diis stack and beginning a new Discards pile.

A ♦ V *

If there are three, four, or five players, Rummy is 
played the same way, the player on die dealer’s left hav
ing the first play, and then each playing in turn to die 
left.

If three play, seven cards (instead of ten) are dealt to 
each. If four or five play, six cards are dealt to each.

she may lay down only three of those cards—2-3-4, or 
3-4-5, or 4-5-6—playing the others later, one at a time, 
if she wants to.

After Janet, beginning the game, has drawn a card, 
laid down a combination, and discarded, Denis draws
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when this first round of four cards apiece has been 
played, Richard deals four more to each player, two at 
a time, but gives none to the table. When they have been 
played, he deals four more apiece, and so on until die 
pack is exhausted. None are dealt to die table except the 
four at the beginning.

Evan, being on the dealer’s left, has the first play.
He wants to win all the cards he can, all the Spades 

he can, the Big Casino, the Little Casino, and all the 
Aces he can. He now must play one card (only one) 
Isom his hand, and with it he may do one of five tilings:

(1) Match one or more of die face-up cards on the 
table.

If he holds a 6 and there is a 6 on the table, he may 
play his 6 on it, and then gather up bodi of them and 
place them face-down beside him—not to be used fur- 
dier, but to count toward Cards at the end. If there are 
two 6’s he may match diem both with liis 6, and thus 
take in the three cards.

The face-cards, King, Queen, Jack, having no number- 
value, cannot be used in any way except to match.

(2) Combine two or more cards on the table to equal 
one he holds.

If he holds a 9, and there are on die table a 6 and 3— 
or a 5-2-2, or any combination diat adds to 9—he may 
play his 9, and gather it in with all die cards totaling 9. 
Suppose the four cards on die table are:

46. Casino
Casino has been popular for many, many years. It is 

very easy to play. Perhaps that is die reason that some 
orown-ups prefer it to any other game!
° Casino is a game for two, three, or four. If there are 
four players, it is more fun to play partners than for each 
one to fight for himself.

The full pack is used, and the cards rank in the usual 
order: A-K-Q-J-10-9 and on down. The Ten of Dia
monds is called Big Casino, and die Deuce of Spades is 
Little Casino. The object of the game is to win the high
est number of points. The player winning:

Cards (the greatest number)---
Spades (the greatest number) ...
Big Casino (Ten of Diamonds) .
Little Casino (Deuce of Spades)
Ace (of any suit)......................
Sweep (all cards on the table) ...

Suppose Richard and Ann 
against Evan and Joan.

scores 3
1
2
1
1
1

partners, playingare

Richard

Richard deals two cards to Evan, two to Ann, two to 
Joan, two face-up in the center of the table, two to him
self; then another round of two in die same way; so each 
player has four cards, and there are four face-up on the 
table. He places the remainder of the pack face-down.

i
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Match: play a Queen from his hand on a Queen someone has 

played on the tabic, and take them both in.
Combine: Play a 9 from his hand on a 6-3 and take them in 
Capture: If Ann played a 2, Joan a 4, and Richard stacked the

2- 4, played a 6, and called, “Sixes,” Evan could capture the 
stack by playing a 6 on it.

Increase: Play a 3 from his hand on a 7 that has appeared on the 
table, and increase the size of his Ten-stack by placing the
3- 7 on it.

He lays down his 9, and takes it in, with the 3-A-5, 
which total 9. Besides now having four cards for his 

-pile (the four he has gathered in and laid aside. 
9-3-A-5), the Ace itself will score 1 point for him.

(3) Call a card or a combination.
If he holds two 10’s, and on the table there are:

megar

♦♦ ♦

If Evan does any of these four things, he must leave 
his Ten-stack until his turn comes again, as he may play 
only one card each turn.

(4) Build by stacking one or more table cards with 
one played from the hand to equal a higher card still 
held in the hand.

If Evan holds a 7 and a 2, and there is a 5 on the table, 
he may play his 2, stack it on the 5, and say, “Building 
Seven.” No one else may then use the 5 or 2, but if any
one has a 7 he may gather in Evan’s stack with it.

Suppose Ann, next to Evan, takes it with a 7. Joan 
may then play a 4 from her hand on a table 3, and say, 
“Building Seven,” even though she holds no 7, as she is 
building it for her partner, knowing that he has not 
played his 7. When Evan’s turn comes, he must take it

No one may build unless he holds the higher card in 
his hand—a 7 if he is “Building Seven”—except when he 
builds for his partner, kjioiving his partner holds that 
higher card.

If no one at all has disturbed Evan’s Seven-stack, when 
it comes his turn again he must do one of diese five 
things:

♦
♦ n

he may stack up the 8-2 and ?-5, play one 10 on diem, 
and call, “Tens,” intending to take this pile with his 
other 10 when his turn comes again. (No player may 

play more than one card at each turn.) Stacked 
cards are always face-up, and placed near the player.

When cards are stacked no one else may touch any of 
diose cards, to match them or to combine them in some 
other way. But if another player, before it comes around 
to Evan’s turn again, has a 10, he may play it and take 
in the entire stack.

If Joan, Evan’s partner, has a 10, when it comes her 
turn she will place it on the stack, and leave it as one 
more card for Evan to take in. Or if Ann played a 6 on 
the table, and Joan holds a 4, she will play the 4 and 
place the 4-6 on Evan’s Ten-stack, thus giving her part
ner two more cards.

When it comes Evan’s turn again, he must play his 
other 10 and gather in his stack, unless he can make 
some other play that will take in cards. Instead of play
ing his 10, he may, if he prefers:

ever

in.

j
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nd Evan, who has the first turn to play, finds that he 
holds these four:
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Ini'eas'ctby'phyHg another 7 from his hand (if he holds two) 
or by playing a i%uy, and combming it Wrth a table 4 and 
adding them to the stack.

Build it higher if the stack consists of only
totaling 7. (If he holds a 10, he may play on the Seven-stack a 
3 from his hand—or an Ace from his hand and a table 2 
and say, “Building Ten.” Anyone else with a 10 can then take 
it before it comes around to Evan’s turn again. But no 7 can 
take it, because it is now a Ten-stack.)

Hatch a table card with one from his hand, gathering them both 
in—leaving his Seven-stack until his 

Capture opponent’s stack, by playing the card opponent 
"building” or “called.”
If Evan should fail to do any of these five tilings, his 

stack is scattered and die cards are free for any player 
to use, separately or together.

A stack of more than one combination (such as 4-3 
and 3-2, “Building Seven”) may not be built higher. A 
single combination (such as 3-2-2, Building Seven ) 
may be built higher by any player who holds the card to 

' ’ it and the higher card to take it on die next round. 
For example, Evan may play a 3 from his hand 

table 4 and say, “Building Seven.” Ann, next, may play 
it a 2 from her hand {not from the table) and say, 

“Building Nine,” if she holds a 9. Joan, next, may play 
an Ace on it, and say, “Building Ten,” if Joan holds a 
10. The first one who plays a 10 may then take the stack. 

(5) Trail. If die four cards dealt to the table were:

St ♦
one combination ♦ ♦

♦ n

he cannot match, nor combine, nor call, nor build, so 
he must play a card and leave it face-up on die table, for 
any odier player to use. This is called trailing. If you 
must trail, it is wisest to play a small card—but never an 
Ace nor Little Casino (the Deuce of Spades) if you can 
avoid it.

When Evan has played, Ann, next on the left, has a 
turn, then Joan, and on around, each in turn to die left. 
And each one may do any of the five things—match, 
combine, call, build, or trail. Or if someone is calling or 
building, anyone else may capture die stack if he holds 
the right card.

If anyone plays out of turn, that card is “dead'’ and 
must be laid aside until its owner’s turn comes. Then he 
must trail it—play it face-up on die table; he may not 
use it to take in any cards.

The one who makes the last play that ta\es in cards, 
after the entire pack has been dealt out, takes any extra 
cards that are on the table. This is not a Sweep unless all 
the cards together exactly total the value of the card diat 
is played.

When all die cards have been played, each side counts 
the number of cards it has won. The side with the 
greater number scores 3 points. If there is a de, neither

next turn.
was

raise
on a

on
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It is an interesting game for two or three, and an ex 
cellent game for four, playing partners.

The object is to win a score of 7 points.

High (the highest trump played) counts 1.
Loot (the lowest trump played) counts 1 for the one who 

plays it.
Jack. (°f trumps) counts 1 for the one who wins it in play.
Jac\, if turned up for trump in the deal, counts 1 for the dealer.
Game (the highest total value of cards won in play, counting 

each Ten as 10; each Ace 4; each King 3; each Queen 2; 
each Jack 1) counts 1.

Gift (when one player “begs” and the dealer gives him 1) 
counts 1.

Suppose Anita and Bob are playing partners against 
Carol and Dale. Carol, having drawn the highest card, is 
die first dealer.

She deals six cards, three at a time, to each player, in
cluding herself. Then she turns up die next card for 
trump, and leaves it on top of die deck. (If it is a Jack, it 
counts 1 point for her.) She places the pack on the table, 
with the trump card face-up.

side scores. Then each counts its Spades, and the greater 
number scores 1 point.

Then die other scoring is marked:
2 points for the one who has Big Casino, 1 for Little 

Casino, 1 for each Ace, and 1 for each Sweep made dur
ing the play. (Sweeps can be remembered by turning 
_ : of die cards taken in face-up whenever a sweep is 
made.)

Sometimes each deal forms a game, and the side with 
the higher score wins.

Sometimes 21 points are the game. If bodi sides should 
have 21 points when the scoring is marked at the end 
of a deal, the side reaching die total with Cards would 
win over the one reaching 21 with Spades, for the points 
are scored in this order: Cards, Spades, Big Casino, Lit
tle Casino, Aces, Sweeps.

one

Dratv Casino
In diis form of the game, after the first four cards are 

dealt to each player, and four face-up on the table, the 
remainder of die pack is placed face-down where all can 
reach it; and after each one plays a card, he draws one 
from the top of the pack, thus always having four cards 
in his hand.

47. Seven-Up

In the North the game is not always known by this 
name. There it is usually called High-Low-Jack. But in 
die South and die West, where it is a favorite, it is called 
Seven-up.

Bob, on die dealer’s left, is die only one who now looks 
at his hand. The others leave dieir cards on the table. If 
Bob is satisfied to have that suit for trump, the others 
pick up their hands, and die play begins.

.
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she would much prefer to change the trump; so she 
would put the on the bottom of the deck, deal 
three more cards all around, and turn up the next card 
for trump. .

If the new card turned up is the same suit as the old 
trump, it is placed on the bottom of the deck, and three 
more cards are dealt to each player, and the next card 
turned up for trump. This is continued until a different 
suit from the first trump is turned up. The hand must 
be played at this new trump—Bob may not beg again 
if he does not like the suit.

Each player now weeds out his hand, keeping the 
six cards he prefers, throwing away the rest. The trump 
card remains face-up on top of die stack, where everyone 
may see it during the play.

Bob leads for the first trick. If he holds the Ace of 
trumps and not the Jack, he will want to lead die Ace, 
hoping to capture the Jack or the Ten. If his partner 
Anita holds either of these she will put it on Bob’s Ace.

Everyone must either follow suit or trump. He may 
play a trump if he cannot follow suit. If lie has neither 
trump nor the suit led, he plays any other card. The 
highest card of the suit led wins the trick, unless it has 
been trumped. The winner of each trick leads for die 
next one.

The' object in winning tricks is to capture the ]ac{ of 
Trumps (which scores 1) and any cards (Tens, Aces, 
Kings, Queens, Jacks) tliat will add up for Game (which 
scores 1).

When all the cards have been played (six by each 
player), each side counts its Game value. Bob and Anita 
may have, among all the cards they
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But if Bob (before anyone else has looked at his hand) 

does not like that suit for trump, he says “I beg.” Carol, 
the dealer, then looks at her hand, and ishe wants that 
suit for trump, she says, “I give you 1. This is called 
Gift, and counts 1 point for Bob’s side; the trump and 
the hands dealt must remain as diey 

But if Carol would rather change the trump than to 
“give 1” to Bob’s side, she places the trump card on the 
bottom of the pack—Dale and Anita may then look at 
their hands—and deals out three more cards to each 
player, including herself; then she turns up the next 
card for trump. (If it is the Jack of another suit, she 

1 point for “turning up Jack”—but she does not 
if it is die Jack of tile suit tliat has just been re

fused for trump.)
Suppose the first card turned up for trump were die 

^ Q, Bob “begged,” and Carol held:

are.

scores
score

(JA S?J V8 V2 A5 OK

she would want Hearts for trump, so she would “give 
1” to Bob. But if she held:

won:
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interesting game's h°r ^our> Paying partners.
In High Five the Five of the trump suit is called the 

visht Pedro. And the Five of the same color (called the 
r/ft Pedro) becomes a trump, and ranks between the 
five and Four of trumps.

The object is to win 51 points. 14 points can be 
ch deal:

(SIC VIC *Q*10 OK) OA 
which would give them a total count of 32. And Dak 
and Carol may have, among the cards they won:

won
VTV 
A .A
* K

on ea
High (Ace of trumps)..............
Low (Deuce of trumps).........
Jack, (of trumps)...................
Game (the Ten of trumps)----
Right Pedro (Five of trumps). 
Left Pedro (Five of same color)

counts 1
1
1
1

a total of 30. So Bob and Anita, having the larger num- 
ber, score 1 for Game.

When all the score has been marked down (High, 
Low, Jack., Game), die cards are shuffled and dealt once 
more—by Bob this time, because he is next on the left of 
die last dealer; and Dale has the privilege of “begging” 
or accepting the first trump turned up.

The side that first reaches 7 points wins the game.
If die score should be 5 for each side, at die end of any 

deal, and if in die next deal Bob and Anita should win 
High, Game, and Dale and Carol Low, Jack, Dale and 
Carol win the game, for die points must be counted in 
this order: High, Low, Jack, Game—and as Jack conies 
before Game, Dale and Carol get dieir two points first.

5
5

These all count for the one who wins them in taking 
tricks, and not for the one who plays them.

Nine cards are dealt to each player, three at a time. The 
remainder of the pack is placed on the table, face-down. 
No trump is turned up, for diis is a bidding game. Every
one picks up his cards at once.

Suppose that Ronald and Blanca are playing against 
Peter and Doris, and Ronald is the dealer.

Peter, on the dealer’s left, makes the first bid, knowing 
that if he gets die bid he may name any suit he chooses 
for trump. Out of the 14 points that it is possible to 
make, he bids as many as he feels he can win with his 
partner’s assistance. He will have a chance to bid only 
once, so he looks his hand over carefully. Then he an
nounces the number of his bid, but not the suit.

If he does not want to bid, he says, “I pass.
Blanca, on his left, then bids higher than Peter (if he 

has bid), or she passes. Doris then bids or passes. Eaci 
hid made must be higher than the one preceding it, an

48. High Five
Many games based on Seven-up are played in differ

ent parts of the country. The most popular of all is High 
Five, which in some sections is called Cinch and in others 
Double Pedro.

Any number, from two to six, may play, but die most
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If there should not be enough cards remaining in tire 
deck to bring Ronald’s hand up to six, he must take some 
of the discards.

The player who was the highest bidder and has named 
the trump suit leads for the first trick.

Everyone must follow suit or trump. He does not have 
to follow suit if he prefers to trump. If trump is led, and 
the Left Pedro is the only trump held, it must be played, 
of course. (For example, if Spades are trump, Doris leads 
a Spade, Blanca has no Spade, but has the *5, she 
play it, because it is a trump.)
1 The highest card of the suit led wins the trick, unless 
a trump has been played on it. The trumps rank in this 
order:

A-K-Q-J-10-9-S-7-6-5 (Right Pedro), 5 of die 
color (Left Pedro), 4-3-2.

If a player fails to follow suit or trump, when he can 
do so, his side may not score any points at all for that 
deal, the other side scoring only the number of points it 
has won.

The winner of each trick leads for die next trick.
When all six tricks have been played, each side counts 

the points it has won: High, 1; Low, 1; fee(, 1; Game 
(the Ten of trumps only), 1; Right Pedro, 5; Left Pedro,
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no one must name die suit, only the number. Ronald 
then bids or passes—and the bidding ends.

(If all four pass, the cards must be shuffled and dealt 
a^ain by the same dealer—but diis rarely happens.) 
°The player who has made die highest bid now names 

die trump suit. Suppose Peter has said, “Seven,” Blanca, 
“Nine,” Doris, “Ten.” Ronald, “Pass ” Doris, the high
est bidder, now says, “Ten Spades ”

Each player was dealt nine cards, but lie must have 
only six when die play begins. He must discard at least 
three, and he may discard as many more as he pleases— 
all nine if he wants to—laying die discards face-up on 
the table.

(It is best to discard everything but trumps—and do 
forget that die Five of the same color, Left Pedro, 

is a trump. Even an Ace of another suit is of no value, 
for it will not win any of die cards—all of them trumps 
—that count points.)

When everyone has discarded, Ronald takes up the 
pack which he placed face-down and, beginning with 
Peter, deals Peter, dien Blanca, dien Doris each enough 
cards to bring his or her hand up to six (if Peter dis
carded five of his nine cards, he will now need two more 
to make six; if Doris discarded all nine, she will need 
six new cards).

Ronald, instead of dealing himself the number of 
cards he needs, robs the decHe looks at all the cards 
that remain in the deck and picks out from them as many 
as he needs to fill his hand, to bring it up to six. If there 
are any trumps that Ronald does not want (because he 
has six) he puts them face-up on the table among the 
discards, where all may see them.

must

samenot

5.
If Peter named the trump suit, having bid 9, and his 

side now has a total of 11 points, Peter and Doris 
11; and Ronald and Blanca score 3, die points diey have

If, however, Peter bid 9 and made only 8, he has faded 
to make his bid. His side scores nodiing, and Ronald and 
Blanca score die 6 points diey made, plus the pom

score
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the remainder of the pack on the table, face-places

goth players sort their hands into possible triplets 
/two cards of a kind that may become a triplet when an
other card is drawn) and possible sequences. But they do 

ot yet lay on the table any triplet, four, or sequence they 
may already hold.

Craig has dealt, so Betty has the first turn to play. She 
draws die top card from dre stack, and places it face-up 
on the table in front of her. She must never take into her 
hand any card drawn from the stack.

If she can use the card she has drawn (to form 
quence, a triplet, or four) she lays face-up beside it the 
cards from her hand that form die combination with this 
card. She may lay down also any one or more combina
tions that she holds in her hand (any triplet, four, or se
quence drat was dealt to her).

A combination held in the hand when die cards are 
dealt may be placed on die table at any time that a card 
is used to form a combination. You may lay down as 
many combinations at one time as you choose.

If Betty does use the card she drew, it means diat she 
now has eleven cards—on the table and in her hand. She 
may never have more dian ten, so she must discard 
from her hand—any card she diinks she will not need. 
She places it face-up in front of Craig. And dien it is his 
turn to play.

If Betty cannot use the card she drew from die pack 
and placed in front of her, she pushes it across the tab e 
to Craig, and it lies face-up in front of him. And it is n- 
turn to play. She will not have to discard from her hand, 
because she has discarded die card she drew.

Peter failed to win to make his bid; so die score would 
be: Peter’s side, 0; Ronald s side, 7.

The deal passes each time to the left. This gives every
one, in turn, die privilege of “robbing the deck.

The first side to reach 51 points wins the game.

49. Cooncan
Cooncan is based on an old Spanish game, but just why 

it should have been called Con quien? (With whom?) 
nobody seems to know. It is a favorite game for two 
players, especially in the Soudi and Southwest.

Only forty cards are used. All the Tens, Nines, and 
Eights are removed from the pack. The object is to be 
the first to lay eleven cards face-up on the table.

The cards may be laid on the table only when they 
are triplets (three of a kind, such as three Jacks), fours 
(four of a kind, as four Sevens), or sequences—diree or 
more cards of the same suit that follow in regular order,

a se

as:

one

A sequence may not have less than three cards, and the 
Ace may be used in sequence only before the 2, and 
never after the King (A-2-3, but not Q-K-A nor K-A-2).

Suppose that Craig and Betty are playing Cooncan, 
and Craig is the dealer. He shuffles the forty-card pack, 
and deals ten cards to each player, two at a time; then he
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Tn die same way a sequence may be increased at either 

end by adding one card at a time. If Betty has on theCraig may use die card Betty has given him—to form 
a triplet, four, or sequence. If he does use it, he may lay 
down also any combination that was dealt to him, and 
then he must discard, placing his discard face-up in front 
of Betty.

If he does not want die card Betty gave him, he lays it 
aside, face-down, and it is out of the game. He then 
draws the top card off die pack and places it face-up in 
front of him—to use if he wants it, discarding some card 
(placing die discard in front of Betty) if he uses it. Or 
jf he does not want the card he drew, he slides it across 
the table to Betty.

Betty then eidier uses 
and discards (giving him her discard) or casts it aside, 
out of die game, draws die next top card, and dien dis
cards (eidier die card she drew or, if she uses it, one from 
her hand).

Always when a card is used, the player must discard 
one card to keep his hand (including die cards on die 
table) to ten cards. And always die last one to refuse to 
use a card—the one who casts it aside, out of the game— 
is the one who draws die next card from the face-down 
pack.

In this svay die entire pack is gone through, each one 
playing in turn—drawing a card, laying down cards, 
then discarding.

A triplet diat has been laid down may be increased to 
four at any time. If Betty has three Queens down, and 
later gets another, by drawing it or by Craig’s discard, 
she may place it beside die three and dius have four 
cards on the table—four of the eleven she wants to get 
down to win the game.

tablet
u ♦ ’* ♦*♦ ♦

♦ ♦ ♦
♦ ♦}♦ n ♦ n

she may add die 0 7, then die 0 J, then Queen, dien 
King, or at die other end die 0 3, dien 2, dien Ace.

A set of four may be decreased to a triplet. If Craig has 
the table:the card Craig has given her on

and holds die *A and draws die * 3, he may lay down 
his A and 3 by ''borrowing one of the 2 s; so he will 
then have on the table:

02 and 4»A 4»2 4*3

In the same way a player may form a triplet by “bor
rowing” from eidier end of a sequence that has more 
than three cards. If Craig has on die table:

A2 <?2
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50. Five Hundredhe may borrow either the Ace or the 4, by laying down 
two more to complete the triplet. If he borrows the Ace, 
he will have:

This is an interesting game for three players, and an 
' hettcr .mine for four, playing partners.

The full pack and the Joker are used. If there is a 
suit the Joker becomes the highest trump. If the 

played at No Trump, the Joker is a lone trump

OA ♦A *¥»A and 02 03 04
Three cards must always be left in a sequence.
A player will usually want to use a card when he can, 

but he does not have to do so unless the other player 
“forces” him.

Suppose Craig has a sequence of 6-7-J on die table and 
draws a Queen, but does not want to use it, because he 
is planning anodier way to get eleven cards down for 
game. He discards die Queen he has drawn, by shoving 
it across the table to Betty. She may, if she thinks she 
block his plans, force him to use it, by placing the card 
at the end of his sequence, and saying, “Discard.” In 
that case he must discard some card from his hand.

In die same way she can force him to use one of her 
discards (to add to a triplet he has in front of him, or 
at one end of a sequence) by placing the card in posi
tion quickly and saying, “Discard,” before lie 
it aside, face-down, out of the game.

When a player is out of cards—all ten lying on the 
table—he continues to draw from the pack in alternate 
turns, and to watch the opponent’s discard for the 
card he needs to complete his eleven (the end card of a 
sequence, or the fourth to a triplet).

The player who first has eleven cards on die table 
wins the game.

If neidier player has eleven cards down when the last 
card has been drawn from the pack and used or passed, 
die game is a tie, neither one winning.

trump 
game is
^Threeiards are dealt to each player then three to the 
•‘W dow,” face down in the center of the table. Then 
two mom to each player, then three mo*. then two 
more This will give each one ten cards, and there will 
be three in the Widow. The remainder of the pack is 
laid aside, face-down, not to be used in the game.

The object is to win 500 points-by bidding and 
certain number of tricks. The trick values 

9 10

can
are:

taking a
876No. of Tric\s 

Spades 
Clubs 
Diamonds 
Hearts 
No Trump

44034024040 140
60 160 460360260

48038028018080 500400300200100can cast 520420320220120
to take

suit as well as the number-“6 Hearts, 7 Spade-,

the
one

NThe bidding is begun by the player on the■ 
and each one in turn has a chance to l P _ ^
is only one round of bidding. Shou e\ ^
table pass, the cards are gadiered up, shuffled, a
b’£:SS feSS * fa. w ,««•-
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T, yghest card of the suit led wins the trick, unless 
• 'trumped If a trump is led and the Joker is played,
“ 'Sins the trick, being the highest trump, 

if the game it being played at No Trump, the 
u holds the Joker must follow suit if he can, but if 

rhhas no card of the suit led, he may play the Joker as 
i ,r„mn and it will take the trick.

3 Tfat No Trump someone leads the Joker, he must say 
uit he wants it to be, such as “Hearts”-and every

one must play that suit if he can The Joker takes the 
trick being higher than the Ace of the suit named.

The winner of each trick leads for the “xt one 
Every trick taken in must be neatly stacked face-down, 

overlapping, but not covering, the one below it. These
tricks may not be inspected again during die play. _

When the ten tricks have been played, the bidder is the 
first to mark down his score (if two are playing partners 
to scores are counted together, of course). The oto 

then score 10 points for each

♦ 113
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ing it. (6 Diamonds, worth 80, is higher than 6 Clubs, 
worth 60. 7 Clubs is higher than 7 Spades.)

Suppose Dion and Garnet are playing partners against 
Kent and Jane.

Jane begins the bidding with 7 No Trump. If Garnet, 
next, wants to bid Clubs she must say S Clubs, for 7 
Clubs (worth 160) would not be higher than 7 No 
Trump (worth 220).

If Garnet says 8 Clubs, Kent, next, may say 8 Hearts, 
if he wants to, for that is higher than 8 Clubs.

Dion, the dealer, may then bid still higher, or he may 
pass. (The bidding will not be confusing if you keep the 
table of trick values in front of you until the bidding is 
finished.) &

The player who wins the bid, by being the highest 
bidder, scores only the value of the trices hid, unless he 
wms every trick. In that case, he scores 270 if the value 
of his bid was less than 270.

(For example, if Dion bids 6 Clubs and wins 9 tricks, 
he scores for only 6 Clubs, 60; but if he bids 6 Clubs and 
wins a 10 tricks, he scores 270. If he bids 8 Hearts and 
wins all 10 tricks, he scores only the 300 his 8 Hearts are 
worth.)

When the bidding is finished (everyone having bid
t lC hJIfhest bidder P^ks up the three cards 

n the W idow, adds them to his hand, and discards 
three he pleases, laying them aside face-down, 
the game. He then leads for the first trick
olav'rhry°rn<inU,Srf0,n0'V if he can’ He not 
play the Joker, which is a trump, if he can follow suit.
anothe31111^ f° °W he may pky eithe

itw one

what s

players

-10 points for each of the three tricks they won.1 Kcr£ 
and Jane won nine tricks, they would still score only 200 
-the value of the seven tricks bid-and Dion and Gar 
net would score 10, for the one trick they took.)

If the bidder fails to take as many tricks as he bid
deducted from his score) 100 points for 

, and he and
any

“set back” (has u..
each trick he lacks. (If Kent bids 8 Hearts, , r 
Jane take only 6 tricks, they have 200 deducted om 
their score-100 for each of tire two tricks to lack 
while Dion and Garnet score 40 for the four tncks y 
take.) The side that first reaches 700 points wins the game.

out of

r a trump or
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tricks more than six. If you think you and your 
r can take seven of the total thirteen tricks, you 

Nd not seven, but one—one more than six. If you think 
you can take eight tricks, you bid two, if nine, three, and

^Ifwu take twelve tricks out of the total thirteen, that 
Small Slam. If you take all thirteen tricks, it is a

^ARubber'is two games won out of three. If one side 
wins the first two games, that completes the Rubber, and 
the third game is not played, but a new Rubber is begun.

A side is Vulnerable when it has won one game ot a 
Rubber. It is Not Vulnerable when it has not yet won a
8 The suits rank in value in this order, with No Trump 
the highest and Clubs the lowest: No Trump, Spades, 
Hearts, Diamonds, Clubs.

Spades and Hearts are the Major suits. Diamonds and 
Clubs are the Minor suits.

Honors are the Ace, King, Queen, Jack and Ten of 
a suit.

About Scoring
A game is 100 points. ,
Each trick is worth so many points that count toward 

game. But you may score only the number of tricks you 
bid. (If you bid Two Hearts, and take all thirteen tricks, 
you score toward game only the two you bid. You do get 
credit in the “honor score” for the odier five mc ^77 
called “overtricks ” tricks won over the number you bid 
—but only those you bid score toward game.)

many

is a

AN EASY LESSON IN 
CONTRACT BRIDGE

Children often become discouraged when they try to 
learn Contract, because it seems difficult and confusing. 
That is because they jump into the middle of it without 
nrst learning the beginning. A well-built house 
have a solid foundation!

The game given here will prove the foundation for 
later good playing.

must

The First Step

The first step is to learn something about the ga 
and to become familiar with Contract “language.”

Contract Bridge is a game for four, playing partners, 
ihe pack of fifty-two cards is used. This gives each of the 
tour players thirteen cards, and makes thirteen tricks 
when all the cards have been played.

Contract is a bidding game. You “contract” to take so

me
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That is why Contract bidding is important. You want 
to bid as high as you safely can, so you can score as much 
as possible. Yet you must not bid too high, because if you 
fail, you score nothing, and the other side scores.

And that is why Contract is a team-work game. You 
and your partner must understand each other’s bid, so 
you can reach a suit (or No Trump) diat will fit both 
your hands.

The value of the trices bid and won is scored toward 
game below the line on the score-pad. All other values 
are marked in the “honor score” above the line.

Doubling multiplies all trick values by 2; and re
doubling multiplies them by 4. (Two Hearts, for ex
ample, would score 60; if doubled, 120; if redoubled, 
240.)

A scoring table is given on the last page, for you to 
refer to, but it will be much easier for you to get 
grown-up to show you how to score.

Bob

Carol shuffles the cards, and Denis cuts them by lifting 
die top part and placing it toward Ann. Ann puts the 
bottom part on the top and deals the cards around, one 
at a time, beginning with Carol.

No one must touch a card until Ann has dealt the last 
one to herself. Then everyone picks up his hand and sorts 
the cards into suits. (It is usual to arrange them Spades, 
Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, thus separating the colors- 
even though in bidding their rank is Spades, Hearts, 
Diamonds, Clubs.)

The dealer has the first bid, dien each in turn to the 
left round and round the table, until after some bid the 
three other players all pass. (If all four pass on the first 
round, the hand is not played, and there must be a new 
deal by the next player on the left.)

Valuing Your Hand
Ann, as dealer, must bid or pass. But how shall she 

know which to do ? She must first “value” her hand, de
cide what it is worth—whether, with her partner’s help, 
she can probably take at least seven (one more than six) 
of the thirteen tricks. If she believes she can take seven 
or more tricks with Hearts trump, she bids One Heart.

(Grown-ups sometimes begin by bidding Two or 
tnore; but it will be easier, while you are learning, to 
begin always with One.)

some

Dealing

First of all, you draw cards to see who will be partners 
and who will deal. (After the first hand, the deal pa 
each time to the next one on the left of the last dealer.) 
The pack is spread face-down on the table, and everyone 
draws a card. The two with the highest cards are part
ners. And the one with the highest card of all deals. (Ace 
is higher than King.) If there is a tie, the cards rank in 
this order: Spades, Hearts, Diamonds, Clubs.

Suppose the four players are Ann and Bob playing 
against Carol and Denis. And Ann is the dealer.

sses
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ou would count 2 in Spades (A-K) and 1 in Clubs 
fK.,.x)) a total count of 3.
^ Or if y°u liclcl:

(OA-Q-J-4 S? Q-J-10 OA-J-8 +K-Q-10

In valuing her hand, Ann looks first at die high cards 
in it. And she must know how much those high cards 
are worth, for unless she holds a count of at least 2 
she must not bid One, but must pass. She can count 1 
for each Ace she holds, for it will probably take 1 trick, 
2 if she holds die Ace-King togedier, and so on.

The counting values of die high cards (given here in 
table form) should be learned very thoroughly, for until 
you are able to value your hand you cannot bid correctly.

(x, in die table, means any card lower than 10. Cards 
listed togedier, as K-Q, must be in the same suit.)

A-K . .2
A-J-10 
A-Q 
K-Q-J 
K-Q-10

A-K. always counts 2, no matter how many cards l_ i 
with it, such as A-K-Q or A-K-Q-J. Of course, if that 
suit should be trump, A-K-Q-J would take 4 tricks, but 
at the time you are valuing your hand you do not know 
which suit will be trump, so you can count only 2 tricks.

A-Q always counts l‘/2, even if it should be A-Q-J or 
A-Q-10.

A-] counts only 1 (for die Ace), but widi a 10 also, it 
becomes more valuable, so A-J-10 counts V/2.

< F ^ “u'?tsT1> hut with a J or 10 added, it is more valu
able, so K-Q-J or K-Q-10 counts 1 /2.

Suppose you held:

AA-K-Q-9-7 <?I-10-4 OJ-6

vral would count l/2 in Spades (A-Q-J); >/2 in Hearts 
{o j 10); 1 in Diamonds (A); l>/2 in Clubs (K-Q-10)

„ total of 4/2. 1,1 ■ , , ,,
Deal out a few hands and value them with the table 

of values beside you—until you can do so without having 
to refer to die table.

Can you value diese hands:

(1) AA-K-9-8-6 'v’J-8-7-3 OA-9-5 *K
(2) AIC-Q-5 QQ-6-2 OA-K-Q-J-3 A A-K
(3) AA-5 QQ-J-9-7 OA-J-10-9-4 *K-6
(4) AK-Q-J-10 87A-Q-7-3 OK AK-J-6-2
(5) AA-K-J-3-2 <7 6-4 OK-Q-10-9 A K-Q

(The answers are in a footnote on page 120.)

—a

A ..1K-Q
K-J-x

...1H
K-x
Q-J-x

are

Bidding
The bidding, beginning with the dealer, is always in 

turn to the left; and ends only when three players in 
succession have passed.

In bidding, you say both the number of tricks you 
“contract” to take and the suit (or No Trump)—such as 
“One Spade,” “One No Trump,” “Two Clubs.”

Every bid must be higher—either in die ran\ of the 
suit (Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, Spades, No Trump) or 
in the number of tric\s—than the bid that precedes it.

(If you bid One Heart, the next player may bid One*K-J-9
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If s]ie holds:Spade or One No Trump, because they are higher in 
rank than Hearts; but if he wants to bid Diamonds or 
Clubs, he must say Two, a higher number of tricks.)

The first one to bid is called die “Opening Bidder,” or 
sometimes die “Original Bidder.” (If Ann bids, she is 
the Opening Bidder. If she passes and Carol bids, Carol 
is the Opening Bidder.)

To bid One in any suit the Opening Bidder must have 
a count in high cards of at least 2p2. If the count is less 
than 2/ she should pass.

This refers to the Dealer (Ann), and Second Hand 
(Carol). If the Third Hand or Fourth Hand (Bob or 
Denis) should be the Opening Bidder, he must have a 
high-card count of at least 3, because his partner has 
passed, showing weakness in high cards.

But to bid One, there is another requirement that is 
just as important as the high-card count. That is the 
length of the suit—the number of cards in it.

Never bid a suit that has less than four cards. And you 
must have a count of at least 1 /in a four-card suit, to 
bid it, and a count of at least >/2 in a five-card suit. (This 
is not in addition to, but part of, the 2% high-card count 
in the entire hand.)

Suppose Ann holds:

AK-10-H-5-3 SJA-K-Q 09-8 +Q-J-5
he should bid “One Spade,” for in a /ir/e-card suit she 

requires only a count of /2, and she has % in Spades and 
tal of 3 in her hand.

Suppose you hold two four-card suits, or two five-card 
suits, or one five-card and one four-card, and each of 
them has enough high cards to make it biddable. Which 
shall you bid first?

If two biddable suits arc the same length—two four- 
cards or two five-cards—bid the higher ranking one first, 
remembering that the suits rank in this order: Spades, 
Hearts, Diamonds, Clubs.

a to

Bid One Spade:
AK-Q-8-7-5 S? A-K-9-6-4 0 8-6 *7 

Bid One Diamond:
AA-4 10-7-2 O A-Q-J-5 AA-Q-J-9

Bid One Heart:
A3 A-J-10-5-3 O J-9 AA-K-6-3-2

Bid One Heart:
A7-6-3-2 VA-J-10-5 OA-K-J-6 *K

(Spades are higher ranking than Hearts, but a four- 
card suit without l/2 high-card count is not biddable.)

If two biddable suits are of different length—one five- 
card and four-card—bid the longer one first.oneA6-5-3-2 VA-K-2 09-8-6 AA-IC-5
Bid One Heart:

she should pass on tire first round of bidding, even 
though she has a total high-card count of 4. Her only 
suit long: enough to bid (four cards) does not have l/2 
jugh-card count in it; therefore she should not bid it.
(5MJT‘ “ w“d* on pa«e m- «) 3; (2) 5; (3) 3*4; (4) 4;

AA-K-Q-5 92K-Q-9-5-3 0 8-4 *J-2
Bid One Diamond:

AA-Q-J-10 t?9-4 0 K-J-7-5-3 *6-2 
Bid One Heart:

*K y?A-Q-9-8-2 OK-J-9 *A-IC-10-7
Bid One Club:

* Iv-Q-10-7 t? A-J-3 03 *IC-J-9-6-5
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count on me for 2/ anyway. I have at least four cards 
■^tlie suit I bid, and a count of at least 1/ in it, if it is 

four cards, and at least'/ if it is of five or more cards.” 
° When you bid One No Trump, it is the same as if you 
aid aloud to him: “Partner, I do not have any biddable 

suit but I do have a count of at least 3 plus in high cards; 
and'my high cards are not bunched together in one suit, 
nor two, but are in at least three suits.”

When you pass it tells him that you have no biddable 
gh high cards (distributed in three

What should you bid, if you were the Opening Bidder, 
and held these cards? (Remember the rule: If two suits 

of equal length, bid the higher ranking. If of unequal 
length, bid die longer.)

(1) AK-Q-10-6-5 ^A-Q-10-6-5 OJ *7-6
(2) *6-4 10 bA-K-9-7-3 *A-J-9-7-3
(3) * 7 6-5-3 VA-Q-10-4 OA-K-9-5 *S
(4) *A-K-7-6-3 ^K-Q-10-9-4-2 03 *J
(5) *A-K-10-9 <?7-3 OIC-Q-9-7-5 *8-6

(The answers are in a footnote on page 123.)

If you are die Opening Bidder, never bid One No 
Trump if you can bid a suit.

Bid One No Trump if you have no biddable suit, but 
do have a count of at least 3 plus (“plus” means two or 
more Tens or Jacks or Queens in addition to the count of 
3) and your high cards are in at least three suits.

Suppose you held:

* A-K-5 ^ A-10-4 0 K-Q-7 *10-6-5-2

are

suit, and not 
suits) to bid No Trump.

This bidding information, for the Opening Bidder, 
is so important for you to know, that it is best to repeat 
it in a little table:

enou

A suit to be biddable must have four or more cards. If it has 
four cards, it must have a high-card count of at least 
1J4, and if five cards, at least 14 high-card count.

When two biddable suits are of equal length, bid the higher 
ranking one first.

When two biddable suits are of unequal length, bid the 
longer one first.

To hid One in a suit, Dealer or Second Hand must hold a 
total high-card count of at least 214- Third or Fourth 
Hand must have at least 3.

To bid One No Trump, any player must have a high-card 
count of at least 3 plus. And the high cards must be 
distributed in at least three suits.

Do not bid No Trump if you can bid a suit.

No suit would be long enough (four cards) to bid ex
cept Clubs, and it is not strong enough (it lacks l*/2 
count). While you could not bid any suit, with this hand, 
neither must you pass, with your total count of 4, or you 
mig it deceive your partner into believing that you have 
a worthless hand. So your bid would be One No Trump.

When you bid One in a suit (One Spade, One Heart, 
One Diamond, or One Club) for the Opening Bid, y-.

I 0 lou(Partner (not out loud, of course! But it is 
of nJi™ i,'^ ™cans t0 him): “I have a high-card count 
of not less than 2'/2-I may have more than that, but you

Now to go back to die ga__
playing against Carol and Denis.

Suppose Ann has dealt these cards to die four players:

that Ann and Bob areme
ou

A™"(3)S0° Hjjnds on(4I»S= 122: (1) One^Spade,^ (2) One Dia-men
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uit. Takeout, by bidding higher in anodier suit (or No 

Trump)oi* Peiss.
To raise (her bid of One Heart to Two Hearts) he 

must hold jour small cards in her suit, or three if one is 
0 Ace, King, or Queen. This is called “Normal Trump 
Support*

Bob does not have Normal Trump Support, so he 
cannot raise Ann’s Heart bid. But he can easily takeout 
by bidding Spades. That will say to Ann: “I may or may 
not have Normal Trump Support, but I want to tell you 
that 1 have Spades, so that we can fit our hands together, 
with the suit that is best for both of us.”

Bob bids, “One Spade.”
Denis, even though his partner passed (showing a 

weak hand), counts seven tricks that he is sure of taking 
alone with Clubs trump (six in Clubs and one in Dia
monds), and surely with his partner’s help he 
age one more. So Denis bids, “Two Clubs.”

Ann looks at her hand. Her partner Bob has told her 
by his bid that he has a good Spade hand, so she must 
tell him that she can help him very nicely in Spades. 
Then if lie holds good Hearts and wants to switch back 
to her suit, all well and good.

So Ann says, “Two Spades.”
Carol has no help for Denis in Clubs, and nodiing else 

strong enough to bid; so again she says, “Pass.” 
o j ’ knowinS now that Ann has both Hearts and 
Wra3 ktt^e afraid to jump to Four Spades (which 
mini C ?aine)’ because his hand and Ann’s togedier

not be worth that. So Bobu'enis ■
Ann ha

AK-10-6-5 (14) 
t?A-J-10-6-4 (114) 
0 8-3
*A-6 (1)

*4 A 9-7i? Q-5
87K-9-8-7 (14) 
0 Q-10-9-6-5

OA-7-2 (1) 
*K-Q-J-10-8- 

5-4 (114) *9-7

♦ A-Q-J-8-3-2 (114) 
823-2
OK-J-4 (1)
*3-2

Ann, being the dealer, has the first bid. She sees that 
her hand has a high-card count of 3, and that she has 
only one biddable suit for an Opening Bid.

(The Spade suit is long enough, but not strong 
enough, having only '/2 instead of l/2 required for a 
four-card suit.) Even if the Spades were strong enough, 
Ann would still bid Hearts, for she remembers the rule:

When two biddable suits are of unequal length, bid 
the longer one first.

So Ann says, “One Heart.”
Carol holds a high-card count of only and she 

knows that to make a Defensive Bid (a bid after Ann has 
opened the bidding) she must have at least 1 '/2. Even her 
fi\ c Diamonds are too weak to bid, with not enough high 
cards in other suits to help them—and of course she 
would have to say Two Diamonds, to be higher than One 
Heart. Carol can only say, “Pass.”

Bob, as partner of die Opening Bidder, must do one 
of three things: Raise, by bidding higher in his partner’s

can man-

says, “Three Spades.”
passes.

good helping hand for her partner’s suit,s a
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card from Dummy wins the trick, a card must be led 
from Dummy.

When die thirteen tricks have been played, the score 
js marked down—both the “game score” below the line 
nd die “honor score,” if any, above the line.
If Bob should fail to take ten tricks (thus failing to 

make “Four Spades”) Bob and Ann would score nodi- 
ing, and dieir opponents, Denis and Carol, would score 
above die line 10 for each trick Bob lacked to make his 
bid of Four. (This would be in the “honor score” and 
would not count toward the 100 points for game.)

(If Bob and Ann were Vulnerable, and failed, the op
ponents’ score would be much greater dian 50 for each 
trick, as you will see under Penalties in the ScoringTable 
on die last page.)

But Bob should have no difficulty in taking ten tricks 
with Spades trump; so he and Ann would score below 
die line 120, the value of Four Spades.

That would be game, and Bob and Ann would then be 
Vulnerable, and must be very careful in die next hand, 
for die penalties are big if they bid and lose when they 
are Vulnerable. But the credits are also large if they bid 
and win, for that would be two games—a Rubber.

For the next hand, the deal passes to Carol—die player 
on the left of the last dealer. The cards are shuffled by 
Bob, cut by Ann, and dealt by Carol. And Carol, as the 
dealer, will be the first to bid or pass.

A ♦ V *
Of course, there is much more to Contract Bridge— 

®ch as Doubling, Forcing Bids, Jump Bids, and so on— 
at would be confusing now, but will not be so difficult 
teryou have first learned dioroughly this groundwork.

and she believes that togedier diey can take ten tricks, 
so she bids for game: “Four Spades.”

Carol passes.
Bob passes.
Denis passes.
And so die bidding ends, and Bob (because it was he 

and not Ann who first said Spades) must play the hand 
at Four Spades. Bob is called die Declarer—die one who 
"declared” the trump.

In table form the bidding would look like diis:
Ann

1 Heart
2 Spades 
4 Spades

a

Carol
Pass
Pass
Pass

Bob Denis 
2 Clubs 

Pass 
Pass

1 Spade 
3 Spades 

Pass

isi round:
2nd round: 
yd round:

Playing
With the bidding completed, they are ready to play 

the hand—with Spades for trump.
The player on the Declarer’s left always leads for the 

first trick. Denis leads the King of Clubs.
After he has led, Ann lays her hand on the table, face

up, and she takes no further part in die game. She is 
the Dummy—the partner of the Declarer. Bob will play 
her hand as well as his own.

Bob plays die ♦A from Dummy on Denis’s *K. 
Carol plays the *9. Then Bob plays from his own hand 
the *2; and wins die trick with Dummy’s Ace.

Every player must follow suit if he can. If he cannot 
follow suit, he may play eidier a trump or a card of an
other suit, as he chooses. The highest card of the suit led 
wins the trick, unless it has been trumped.

The winner of each trick leads for the next one. If a
I
I
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CONTRACT BRIDGE SCORING
GAME: 100 points. 

Each trick over six:
4 20

4 30S? 300 20
No Trump: 1st Trick—10 
Each subsequent trick

TRICK VALUES

k—30

As in the Table'.

SevenSixFiveFourThreeTwoTri One

140120100•SO604020Clubs
140120100SO604020Diamonds

180 210150120906030Hearts
180 210150120906030Spades
190 2201601301007040No Trump

by 2. RetloublviR multiplies them by 4. 
t affect trick values.

values 
ocs no

PREMIUMS
Not

Vulnerable Vulnerable
OVERTRICKS:

Undoubled, each Trick Val 
Doubled, each 100
Redoubled, each 
Making doubled or re
doubled contract 

SLAMS:
Utile Slai 
Grand SI;

value‘1oTr
400200

5050

750
1500500

0001
HONORS (In one hand):

700 Four.................................
500 Five..................................

4 Aces. No Trump...........

game... 50
bling do not affect honor, slam, or rubber points.

BER:

Won in 3 games
Unfinished: if cmlyVne" t
part score on unfinished 

: and

RUBB
Won 100

150
150300

side has

redouDoubling
PENALTIES FOR UNDERTRICKS (scored by defenders)

VulnerableNot VulnerableAlumber 
of Tncte DoubledUndoubledDoubledUndoubled

200
500

100
200

100
300

50
1001 Dov

2 Dow
3 Do*
4 Do:
5 Do>;
6 Do:....

800
1100
1400
170'

300
400

500
700

150
200

500
600

250
300

900
1100
1300

1700
2000700350

/wire those for Doubled.If Redoubled, the. penalties
revoke.
layer.

after the 
same pREVOKE: Penalty for first revoke 

No penalty for a subse
2 tricks 

. same se in each s 
Qucnt revo

won a 
uit by


